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INTRODUCTION
This study to deternlne what educational
adnnUgM the Youth Hootsl Hovsttont ha* to offer «a*
chosen by the or1tor because, os o teacher of seas
experience, ho ie dirooUy interested in any activity
that would mm to pronoto learning. There io Ml
increasing demand that teacher* (especially thoas of
languages) spend at least ono year abroad* If thio
Idoa of travel la ouch a splendid thing for teachers -
and nany superintendents consider it a valuable asset
for any teaoher m shy Is it not of equal, or greater*
Talus to the students theseelve*? slth those Ideas in
ind, and because the author ie especially interested
in teethed* of education which are so true to life as
possible - this study oas ondertafcsfi*
the question to be considered then, is: Does
the Youth Hostel Move«*mt offer art opportunity to
acquire anything of educational value; and if so - in
what say? For purposes of this study the definition of
education sslooted is so felloes 1 "The iapartation or
acquisition of knowledge, skill, or discipline of
character"* (Webster, 1936)
In our ssaroh on this subject then, «o shall
also include the study of character development because
our definition implies that such ia an lnt»^ral part
of education*
For the definition of character which beat
represent* this atudy the writer has chosen the
following: "Jndivlduality, especially as distinguished
by moral excellence; moral vigor or firmness, especially
as acquired thru self discipline. M (Webster, 1936)
The study ef character will be made by
analyzing some of the qualities which go Into the making
of it*
To facilitate this search two types of
questionnaires were sent out to forty-nine hostelers
In nmcrioan and Europe. (See Appendix) Of these,
thirty-eight responded, sciae by filling out the
questionnaire, some by writing a long letter relating
their experiences.
The material thus obtained was then analyzed,
and placed under toe proper heading (as indicate*
by
the questioruiaire).
Youth Hostels are primarily a faculty for
travel. "The purpose of American *outh Hostels,
inc.,
ia to help all, especially young people, to a
greater
knowledge, understanding and love of the world
by
providing for them Youth Hoatela, bleyele traile
and
- 3 -
foot paths in America, and by assisting them In their
travels here and abroad* (American Touth Hostel
Handbook, 1936, p. 11 )•
A •Rolling Hostel* consisting of pullman cars
provided by the Canadian national ft* nhich will open
a 10,000 bile circuit of the United States and Canada -
opens its first transcontinental s&rvioe this summer*
(Fare $100).
(Ihe hostelers will ride to points of interest
cookinr, their meals etc. en route, under the charge of a
houce-fathar and other* -Qmb they will disembark from
their oaro and take side tripe on their bikes.)
(Vlnapeaeh, 1937, p. 17)
IHPORTAJJCB OF T2EI MOVEMENT Hi AM. ?JCA
in 193*2 there were no hostels In i*ew ^4Jgland
(or United Utatea)# In 1934 there was 1 Hostel with 200
overnight guests, in 1935 there were 35 Hostels with
4.500 overnight guests* In 1936 ther e were 76 Hostels
with 9,000 overnight guests.
jhis spring (1937) a loop of hostels is being
opened in California by ar* Richard ~ilverthorns*
Hostels are also being opened this season by
Mi as Miriam Hall (a graduate of the university of Michigan)
in Michigan*
Pennsylvania is to provide hostels for the youth
of that section - this summer for the first time.
CHAPTER 08X
wiUT 9032 Of* OUH ORE sT NATIONAL, EDUC.vTICIlAL AND RECREATIONAL
USaDKRS THINK OF THE XGUTH HOSTEL MOVEMENT*
"It would be a fin* thing If i£uecolinl, 'iltler, Raaeay
Ueodonald and a. Harriot oould walk far a fortnight together
using the youth aoetole a* they go. That I aupposa la too much
to hopa for. But If sufficient of their countrymen walked to-
gether instead It will be even better. And I believe they am
going tol* Hugh Salpole (Smith, 1934) Froa Pareonal Files of
jacrioan National Directory*
franklin D. Roosevelt, Washington, D. C:
"The American Youth Hoetcl Idea aeeaa excellent and worthy
of encouragement. It would no doubt prove to be a great
educational advantage end of tremendous recreational value to
the youth of our country, particularly at the preeeni time."
ta^ p. Baker. Preeldent ttaoaaohuootto state College:
HIaB keenly Intereeted in the splendid work you are doing
for the Aaerlean Youth Hoetele and feel that the plan, if
carefully worked out end guarded properly, «1U aake a fine
contribution to the eolation of the greateet of eoolal problene
by keeping our youth clean, wholeeome, eelf respecting and ready
to contribute to community, state, end national life."
» Unices otherwise Indicated, ell emterial under thle heading
is derived from the Knapeack (1935) pp. 13-14.
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V. K. Brown, Chief of Recreation, Chicago Park District,
Chicago, Illinois:
*i£%m studying the Youth llostol Movement, I believe
it has Tact possibilities in America for the age when
wanderlust is most prevalent, A system of safe trails and
hostels here would perait inexpensive travel, promote
national and international personal friendships, afford
sobering experience in personal and social responsibilities,
while serving the desire for adventure and, by wholesome
mingling of boys and girls together, supplement values
of existing services like scouts and camp fires.
In a short time, American educators, like those abroad,
would encourage if not demand such practical travel
experience as fundamental addition to education."
From 19?5 AYH Thanksgiving Issue of "The Knapsack"
Frederick Rand Rogers, Dean, Student Health, Boston Unirersity:
"In my opinion a world Youth Hostel would perhaps
yield more individual happiness and international good
will than any other movement or organization now within
the reach of our people."
George F. Zook, Director American Council on Education,
Washington, D. C, Former United States Commission of
Education:
"The proposal to establish youth hostels seems to me
to be one of the most fascinating suggestions which I have
heard about in a long time. Young people need ways and
means of coming together not only for social but for general
educational and cultural purposes. The Youth Hostel Movement
seems to me to be eminently fitted to this end."
-6
Robbins IVolcott Barstow, President, Hartford Seminary
Foundation:
"I heartily endorse the Youth Hostel movement as a
wholesome recreation and cultural Interest, with emphasis
on health, friendship of others, and high ideals, I hope
for the general development of hostels throughout the
nation. Young people in this confused time need such
directed activities and creative contacts."
Dorothea Love, President Hount Holyokc Outing Club:
Blount Holyoke College has exprossed her enthusiasm
for the AYH and her endorsement of the movement by convert-
ing a dormitory into a hostel. We want hostels so we can
know and enjoy other youth in happy surroundings and have
an opportunity to know the country better."
1935 AYH "The Knapsack"
Charles Washburne, Vice President, Progressive Education
Association, Superintendent of Schools, Winnetka, Illinois:
"I believe Youth Hostels give valuable encouragement
to wholesome outdoor life of young people. They have proved
their value in Europe and with the type of people backing
them in this country, should prove equally valuable."
Polish Youth Hostels Teach Civics:
"In May, 1926 the Government of Poland set aside part
of its grant for schools for the building of Youth Hostels.
In November of that same year a Government Commission was set
up by the Ministry of Education with the following terms of
-7-
referenee: *To define guiding principles for the organising
of educational tours for young person?, to give instructions
rnd issue regulations for school walks end excursions, to
submit suggestions for the provision of night accomodations
in schools and for the use of moneys collected from the
children, for excursions. 1
Commenting on the res son for these school tours a
Polish authority said: f For the education of a oeople a
knowledge of the country is of the greatest significance.
It is they who must in the future educate the broad masses
of the people to the wisest possible accomplishment of their
civic duties. 1
With the combined effort of this Commission and the
Ministry of Education* s instructions, Polish school groups
began to make excursions. City children went into the
country; country children into the cities. -------
Prom the first the children were asked to observe on these
walks and excursions, not only the natural character of the
land they saw, that is, not only from a geographical,
geological and nature study point of view, but also to note
the human side of life and activity which they saw."
Their observations were given in the form of a report
when they returned to their schools, the nature of which
depended entirely on the child's natural bent.
The idea spread. School tours went farther afield.
The Government built one by one fourteen Youth Hostels."
(Irish Handbook, 1936)
•a-
Foreword in the 1936 American Youth Hostel Handbook by
Mary K. wdoley retiring President of Mount Holyoke College,
and Honorary President of American Youth Hostels.
It gives ae treat pleasure to send a greeting to
the Youth Hostelers of America. The enthusiasm of our young
people for the out-of-door life, with its simplicity and
friendliness, seems to me one of the most encouraging signs
of the times.
"The Youth Hostel siovement appeals to me lor many
reasons. It takes young people out of doors for recreation,
away from the sophisticated indoor amusements that hare been
only too prevalent. It develops self-reliance together
with the habit of simple living. Xoung people are thrown
upon their own resources, providing and cooking their own
meals, caring for their own rooms, meeting emergencies for
themselves rather than relying upon others. It leads to
friendliness and understanding among different groups and
different nationalities, one of the most important needs
to be developed in the day in which we live.*
TOKOYO nUHfJ Internationally known as an exponent
of the doctrine of Christian Economics and living,
whom
the people of Japan hold in highest respect because
of his
tremendous accomplishments in bettering the conditions
of the working man, and whose formation of
cooperatives has
made him an authority on this subject, has made arrangements
for a "friendship trip, combined with the purpose
of intro-
ducing the Idea of hostels to that country (Japan),*
Through Dr. Kagawe, Japanese Y's, schools, ho&es
end Euddhist monasteries Trill offer rare hospitality*.
(American Handbook,
The National Park Service, Department of Interior, Washington,
D. C, has made a study of Youth Hostels. (1936) The follow-
ing are a few extracts taken from their report:
"The welfare of our youth is a national responsibility.
Opportunity must be offered to insure for them sound develop-
ment. Every agency, educational, recreational, occupational
and cultural should oe mobilized toward the goal of pre-
serving the morale of the present day youth. There should
be opportunities for normal and wholesome mingling of
opposite sexes. There should be provided travel facilities
for youth under satisfactory supervision and with low rates.
Especially should there be low cost overnight accomodations.
"The young people of this country, as well as those
from other parts of the world, have a deep-rooted desire and
longing to travel - to get away from four walls and paved
streets into the countryside — to get the feel and smell of
the landscape, to climb mountains and roam the valleys.
Some hike; some pedal; some beg; others steal rides — but
they all feel they must see the country.
•Occasional departure from the congestion of cities is
essential to social well-being.
-10-
"But the youth of modest means finds difficulty in
satisfying his (or her) desire to travel through the country-
side because of the lack of suitable low-cost overnight
accomodations.
"To fill this need and to facilitate the eagerness of
youth for hiking and cycling over the country roads and
trails we have done considerable investigating and have
found that there is springing up in America an organization
which answers this need. It is the American Youth Hostels Inc.
What Raymond 0. Hanson, Scout Executive, San Francisco
Area Council, Boy Scouts of America thinks of hostelingi
5 7
•This summer I visited 9 countries in Europe and took
extensive advantage of Youth Hostels especially in England,
Scotland, and Germany. I was greatly interested in the
different methods of management various house parents
exercised and had many illuminating chats with them.
In previous years I have been active in the Boy Scouts
and as a result have had much opportunity in camping in the
Sierra* s and up and down the coast of California.
As a result I can't help but feel the crying need and
demand for the extension of the American Youth Hostel to
California as do many of my college friends who were with
me this summer.
signed Raymond 0. Hanson
Scout Executive.
(Mr. Hanson is also President of the Pacific Camp Directors
-11-
Association. This letter was obtained from the office files
of American Headquarters of the Youth Hostel)
W. A. Neilson, President, Smith College:
The American Youth Hostel is a project of immense
possibilities in developing in our youth, especially urban,
enthusiasm for healthy life in the woods and mountains.*
Thomas W. Lants, Superintendent of Recreation, Reading, Pa,:
•The American Youth Hostel movement can do much to
develop a sturdier, healthier race and lift the cultural
level through economic travel,
*
The Hew England Osteopathic Association Recently at the Board
of Directors Meeting carried the following recommendation:
"That the directors of the New England Osteopathic
Association, recognising the many benefits to be derived
from this activity, wish to lend their support in its
advancement, and being interested in the health of the youth
participating recommend that individual osteopathic physicians
in New England provide free emergency treatment for Youth
Hostelers, while they are on the trails', etc. etc. This
resolution was accepted and adopted by the association.
Sir John Catchpool (Director of the English Youth
Hostels) a delightful Quaker of London, in speaking to
Mr.
Munroe Smith of America said, "I am in this thing for
the
opportunity it gives of promoting those vast enterprises
of
-12-
friendship and good will that our present dey political
methods have so hurt and hindered. I think It is the greatest
opportunity we hare in these troubled times of accomplishing
rather than talking. I believe in it profoundly. My blessing
goes with you two young representatives from America. May
your dreams be realized."
• 13 *
WHAT SOUS Of THE PARENTS THINK ABOUT TEE TOOTH HOSTS. WWMf
(Saith ItM, p. 40)
"X an writing you this letter to axpreas to you ay
3u::i;>le%l a.- tiui -.o.i R sttJl iean'u tri r *l I rraunj t. iu Bgjfll
cmaoer. X think you are to bo greatly ooapliaented on the
liner in which everything wmm handled by both youreelf and
lira. Smith* X particularly want you to fool that you have ay
rfiiiccro confidence and 1 hope that if you should organise
another trip that you will consider /aeon as one of tiio -roup.
X an voluntarily sending you herewith ay check for
$50.00. X truat you will eeoept it with ay eineere geed eiehee
and ae a little extra appreciation of your good eerie, end with
kindest records to you and 're. iaith from If* Doyle and
aysslf (This gift Mr. and Mrs. «*nith paseod on ss a
scholarship is s child next euaaer)
Mr. Doyle
•William gained s let thie auawer. X as sseing it
more every day. He certainly kept his eyes span sad speaks seat
highly af your leadership* Xt would be wonderful if he acre
able to repeat the oxp rlenoe next euener*"
kr. willkona
-Se are deeply indebted to you for all you have dene
for Hatty Jean, while we have not seen her (who le reaaining
in Romany for the year) we have eeen the othere and h^ve had
oany wonderful letters free her. aha arttea that ehe thinks
-14-
she will have enough to travel with you again this summer.
Store power to her. I suppose she will never come back home.
She is having a wonderful time, and I know is growing. By
the way I think there are a number of children who will be
anxious to go next summer."
Mrs. Barth
"What a wonderful summer Theodore had with you. You are
wonderful parents to be able to enlarge your family with so
many types of youngsters and keep them happy.
The vicissitudes of travel, homesickness and seasickness
tend to make people irritable and hard to get along with.
You took young people and helped them develop character, as
well as study geography, history, art, etc. by the example
of your lives.
What a wonderful thing it would be for America if you
can find that something of the type of the Wandervogel move-
ment, and Youth Hostels could be developed for our youth.
Ted's sister Cynthia took her doll to school and was
sent to show it to all the rooms in her building. Ted's
book and Mrs. Smith helped each child create a book of
memory) with your drawings is a treasure. We do appreciate
the wonderful experience you've given him. He'll never be
the same again. He has had a glimpse of another type of life
and I'm sure it will guide him into some finer type of life
work. We never can thank you as we'd like. Perhaps when
your boy Steven is older you'll understand how much what you
have done to Teddy means to his mother and dad."
Mrs. Bacheler
15-
•»Nov.' the tumult end shouting has commenced to ale sway,
and we have a chance to inventory results a bit, I em some-
what at a loss for words. The results are so far ahead of
our expectations in every respectl
The girls are in fine shape physically - which I rather
expected - but they have also learned tolerance, a certain
amount of self-sacrifice (which I am sure was by your example)
and a sense of values, which is far more worthwhile than
their knowledge of Germany; all of which is, I feel sure,
directly due to your influence. At that, I was surprised
how much they brought back of Germany with them - more by
far than 1 anticipated.
I brought the three girls (Nancy, Barbara, and Alice)
all the way back to Rochester the next day. They stood
what was a very hard trip, even for me in the front seat -
well; and after 'resting up' Monday (Labor Day) started
school yesterday. I was interested to notice that Nancy
got up at 6:30 without being called, and started her 'cello
practice; and Barbara went right to work getting their
lunches ready. They always were good girls, even if I do
say it and shouldn't; but to start right in on the routine
everyday tasks without prompting was, for me, en excellent
indication of the kind of training they had been receiving
from you. ..........
We furthermore feel that this was entirely due to the
leadership of yourselves. You were apparently very success-
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ful, particularly considering the fact that few of the
children knew each other at the start and there was a wide
difference in education and ideals, in sustaining the trip
on a high plane. As one of the girls put it: "There
wasn't a cross word spoken on the entire trip."
You hare certainly put us deeply in your debt, and
frp to be congratulated on the result of your summer's
work. In talking with the other members of the group I
hear nothing but praise for your efforts. If you ever
went to conduct another such party I think you will have
no trouble at all in getting a full quota of desirable
students from Rochester, if the trip is to be made under
your leadership.
The girls will write when they get a bit organized
in their school work. Incidentally francy, Barb, and Alice
are all going to study German this fall. (This particular
group happened to travel thru Germany) I tried and failed
to get them to sign up for it last May (before this trip was
even thought of) and they had 57 good reasons for not doing
it; but now, it's different.
Our heartfelt thanks to you both, ana with every good
wish for the future,"
Mr. Gay
-17-
WIIAT SOME OF THE MEMBERS THIHK
OF THE YOUTH HOSTEL MOVEJ4EMT
Sumner Winship of Hartford, Connecticut:
"My opinion of the American Youth Hostel is this.
There has never before been any organization in these United
States that benefits the youth of the country more. It
includes the principles of such groups as the Boy Scouts,
outing clubs, Y.M.C.A., and takes the place of the summer
camp.
Alice Brackett (House parent) of Charlestoim, Hew Hampshire*
"Young people could trarel no better educational ave-
nue than a back road where they stop at a farm house for a
drink, discuss the local problems, find out the interests
of the community, observe the customs and manners of the
people, lio fast mode of travel ever brings such opportunities."
Alice H. Brown of Stockbridge, Mass.:
"I believe many problems of our so-called fwild f younger
set could successfully be met, to some degree at least, by
the kind of training in freedom which the hostels offer."
Dan North of Avon, Connecticut:
"For you to really appreciate what I have said, and
what thousands of other hostelers will be glad to tell you,
too, you must hostel and be one of us, for only in this way
will you be able to get the true and honest spirit of
hosteling."
-1H-
Dr. Julie iioscheles, lecturer In huaan geography of the
Charles University in Prague, Czechoslovakia:
"I was delighted to meet the groups of young American
girls of the Youth Hostel Movement when they came to Prague*
What I appreciated most was their readiness for new impressions,
their eagerness, and that in spite of the lack of comfort.
Satisfied with everything, always in good humor, never grumb-
ling at rain or fatigue or material discomforts. I have
always felt that it would be good if young people could be
got to travel - they are more adaptable, they can do it in
a much less expensive way, and I believe that it is easier
for young people to get the right impressions of country
and people because they are much more unsophisticated, etc*"
Anna Margarete Olden of Stovanger, Norway:
After having spent three summers with Americans
(as guide) I have got many friends over there. Hosteling is
wonderful - you make friends in many different countries. I
am dying to go and visit them all. One gets so interested in
their countries and one wants to see what they are like. And
i lien one can travel cheaply as one can on a Youth Hostel trip,
one cr.n get so very far and see so many fascinating things*"
tfonica Owen, Putney School, Vermont:
"As brotherhood implies in my mind knowing the other
countries as brothers, it means that one learns the good and
the bad about all, and there is no fixed rule for any one
-la-
nation such as — 'all Frenchmen are good cooks or all Germans
are pig-headed'. After living in youth hostels and seeing
many foreigners one says; »A11 people are really alike, many
Germans are pig-headed, and so are many Americans'.
Bob Deckelman of Colgate University:
"A person who only had the use of one lung took the
European trip with Monroe (national Director of America).
Upon the return Doctors said that almost a miracle had
happened for this person had regained full use of both lungs."
Fremont Johnson of Brooklyn, N. I,
(referring to the Hostel experiences)
"Everywhere not only was the scenery beautiful, but the
people were always friendly and hospitable, willing to do
any thing they were able to help us or make our stay in their
country pleasant and something to be remembered."
Archie Stark of Haverford, Pa.:
"That summer's hostel life (19.T5) taught me more about
how to live than ray four years In college. Sure it is that
I learned a bit of Gerraan I'll never forget; a bit of Swiss
history I'll always remember because I stood on the spot
where it took place; a lot about Rembrant when I viewed the
collection in Amsterdam; some geology as I surveyed the Alps;
but what hosteling taught me more than anything else was how
to get along with other people", (and he cites a very
interesting experience to prove his statement)
-ro-
Bob Jteobs, Bare? College
"Youth hostel has probably been of greater importance to
me personally then any other single factor in recent years*"
Marylis, Grinnell College
•I think the important thing about hosteling for me was
the intimate group living it involved. Group living made me
more considerate (not for myself but for the group is our
motto) ."
Fred Franz, Ohio (Recreation Director)
—
Through youth hosteling one can appreciate and know
other peoples. The language, songs, and dances of other
lands become our own and we come to know one another better.
Only peace will result from this mutual understanding."
These Extracts Come from the Letters of German Boys and Girls-
I give this picture to you, that you will reaember me
and the beautiful day3 we have together. f% very glad to
have found some one who has the same ideals as I and I beg
you when you come to America to say to all people that there
are people in Germany Tvho want no war end will have peace
with everybody. I'll give you anything you ever vant and
I am yours." (and a later letter): "In the last time I
received letters from America. William Willkens has written
to me a letter and also sent pictures and a story fron the
Rochester Newspaper about his trip. Also Barbara Gay has
-11-
written to me three letters and I think v.e have become good
friends, ilhe writes so nice anc. interesting letters I am
very enjoyed. Mou also a friend of Barbara writes to me;
every week I receive at least one letter. There is so such
to ask, to speak about, and to answer that our letters are
very long. That is so joyful and interesting for me that
all days when I receive & letter are festival days. I love
to think and to understand a people and we must knov, the
songs, the music, the literature, arts and all the other
things of the nation with the constitution of the nation.
I will do this by writing and I aa glad if jay friends in
America will excuse me if I make mistakes. (I forgot to
say that Barbara also sent me the music of the song:
•America the Beautiful')*
Karl
CHAPTER II
SOURCE OF HISTORICAL DATA OBTAIHED
Careful search reveals that no complete authentic
history of the International Youth Hostel movement has been
compiled. However thru the kindness of Mr. Monroe Smith,
national Director, the writer was offered free access to
all records contained in the files at National Headquarters,
which included personal records kept by Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Smith, as well as a great many historical records which
they hare collected from innumerable sources both in America
and abroad. One of the valuable records is a survey con-
ducted by the United States Government, Department of the
Interior.
The writer is also indebted to Mr. Karl Kaufhold who
for many years has been private secretary for Mr. Richard
Shirrmann, founder of this great movement which began in
Europe. Mr. Kaufhold has made available personal historical
records, never before published, of the origin and early
development of the hostel movement.
It is, then, from these sources, which seem to be the
most authentic and complete obtainable, that the historical
material is largely derived.
23 -
Suropsen iUutory»
The International Youth Hostel mumbI case into
existence beeauss & oohool teacher In Europe saw aany pole,
anemic children living and ploying in dork courtyards,
surrounded by factories belching smoke and poisonous fumes.
Hichard Sobirrnom hod travollod through the arson
eountrysids, and ho wanted hio youngstoro to ootuolly soo
it — not Just to road about It. 3o ho took his classes on
troop* where they oould really be oleso to nature* and study
birds, trees, and agriculture ot first hand.
"In telling ns of those first days of the Jugendberbergen
fir* SoMrrmemn pictured vividly with shot enthusiasm his boys
hod entered on their wandering adventures. They wished always
to go farther but hawing only one place to sleep oust always
return at nightfall to the school attic. At last Mr. Schumann
orote an article telling of hio boys, of their joy la wondering,
of ito educational value to them, and of its possibilities were
facilities for development provided. This story he presented
twenty tins* for publication but it woo each tine rejected.
Finally ho sent it to the Koln newspaper and one day received tie
clipping fro* an interested reader. Vihen Mr. sshlrrmann shewed so
thie clipping I noticed on the aargin the words BRAVO B UVO
8HAV0 written fc» red crayon. It soens that the son oho sent
the clipping end hod written the three words later cent
?* Saith, 1935, p.44.
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Mr. Schirrmann one hundred marks to help further his dreams.
This was the initial gift. Soon another reader sent a second
one hundred marks* Krupp, the munitions manufacturer, after
reading the article sent six hundred marks. Mr. Munker of
Hilchenb&ck added three thousand marks. Discouragement in
the undertaking took on a happier aspect. Peasants and
building owners offered rooms without pay for the children
who might wander with their teacher. Business firms offered
blankets and beds. The kathreiner Coffee Co. offered to
equip all Jugendherbergen with dishes. This offer they
have faithfully kept; today the hostels are furnished
with thousands of cups, saucers, plates, pitchers and
other ware of kathreiner Coffee Company. Mr. Schirrmann
began to be swamped with opportunities for youth. He hired
a substitute teacher on the days he was too busy to go to
his classes. He gave more and more of his time without
any remuneration except satisfaction in the work he was
doing. He succeeded in interesting other teachers in
wandering with their children. He interested preachers in
wandering with the youth of their churches for several days
at a time. He went to officials of towns thru Germany and
asked them to have their own governments responsible for
Jugendherbergen.
From the attic of the school the children moved their
belongings to the Castle Altena and from that day the
castle has been their second home. Mr. Schirrmann told us
that over two hundred tlniiiieiiil ohlldren have lived in his eastle
during theue tuenty-three years, . (iialth, 1935)
Br, soiilrraann'e firet 3eport*
•Ur. sohlrr—nn'e first report aim—i st the end of the
initial year 17 Jugenheroer^en in vfaloh 2489 soys end £19 girle
hat etayed overnight - a total sf 9889 wandering youths* Theeo
1? hoetele opened in the first year (1911) sonsieted of sshool
rooae, sshool garrete* gynnasiune, sin* houses* privets houses,
two saatlee, and s river dee guardhouse. She torn st leerlohn
passsd s hill that ass would yearly give 900 narks to the poor
boye end glrla that they night etay in hoetele* Other teens
that tinnne rssponcloie for their ho*tela gave free overnights
and shower oaths to their ohlldren* (Several towns were alee
Mil mult that wars aotlng es protector for their
Jugondherbergen; this was Bngesefrt es a happy arrangsment for
the town offisiale to aaeuss this eoaplete responsibility*)
In the beginning all noney that sane as gifts had sons without
requests* In addition to the personal gifts I have wentioned
m$ towr of .19999 9fl 199 9e* 999991 8999 lei 999t99
the hiking elub of Aliens gave 100 narks* Mr* sonker
gave 8000 narks, and in that first year went 99991 his
friends and collected enough neney for TO beds. A tcseher
of Sewssheld eas nentioned who found private honee for
wanderers* 8 sshool elas^ of boys aleo took wondering
e Sslth, 1988, p. 49.
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guests into their homes. Their first report welcomed all
national minded, well educated (in matters of courtesy)
youth without discrimination of school or home or riches
to wander and to stay at the hostels. It mentioned
particularly athletic clubs, shop assistants, young working
people, and the youth trade schools. It invited all
wandering Germany - with the condition only that they act
properly when in the hostels and when wandering. Several
suggestions to youth were also given - not to take fruit
from peasants 1 gardens; not to disfigure forests with
papers; not to be careless with matches in the woods; not
to frighten deer; not to ma/ce fun of new customs (city
boys seeing peasants); not to fight with children of other
towns; not to be untidy in the hostels, not to go to bed
with dirty feet. (It was a revelation to Mrs. Smith and
myself as we traveled last summer through the Youth Hostels
to see the uniformly fine spirit of orderliness and respect
for others which the young wanderers had. We wondered if
this spirit was not to a large degree at least traceable
to the high standard that Schirrmann set before the youth
in his original plans)
"The report also included the suggestion that every
Jugendherbergen have a registration book and gave detailed
suggestions for it. For overnight staying Mr. Schirrmann
suggested a charge of 25 to 50 pfennigs (7 cents). The
income from overnights belonged to the hostel. With this
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money the housefather and mother must be paidj Light, coel,
new beds, and other items must be bought.
(It still costs b youth 25 to SO pfennigs in most hostels.
Foot baths introduced by Mr. Schirrmann have long since
been put in most hostels. The registration book is nearly
the same today as he then advised. So the movement has
grown. It is amazing to us that Mr. Schirrmann then should
have had such a complete conception. The years have only
served to Justify his ideals, purposes, and plans.)
It is interesting to trace the growth that took place between
the first and the twentieth report.
In 1911 there were 17 hostels with 2,682 overnights
1912 24 2,682
1914 800 17,000
1919 200 60,000
1922 1,400 1,100,000
1926 2,283 2,200.000
1928 2,177 3,500,000
1930 2,106 4,200,000
1931 2,114 4,322,000
1932 2,124 4,279,000
i Tor; a ru >ort by the H tlonal Park -e-rviee on Youth loetcls,
1965, p. 83)
«Xhe organisation in Oeraany la eeaeshat eiailar to our
Bey Seoute. having a national Gffiee and 26 Regional Offices.
Theee Regional Ufflaaa era further sub-divided Into 1,060
looal dietriete*
-Every boy and girl in tee school ayatea paya X eent
a year aa a contribution to Ilia Ileatela* the aeaberahlp fee
ranges In ooat froaj 80 oente to $1*88 par year, the rate
depending upon the age of tho boy or girl.
•Over 890 affiliated organ!satione contribute to the
support of iioetclc* One Insurance Ooapany gave a at»
equivalent to a third of a Billion dollars to the noveaent
beoauae it contributed ao saiefe to the health and sell-being
of youth; the National 3©rkers union alee contributed a third
of a million dollars to this ©suae because it brought ee
Bueh Joy Into the Uvea of the yo th.
"The eeat of these 8900 Youth liestele averagea about
§15.000. Many of the buildings are provided by loeal
govoranentc beoauae they believe they are hU iustlfied
in this expenditure of funds aa experience has proved to
than that with acre Hostels there aill he fewer Jails.
•It la a requlreaont that no hoy or girl ©an graduate
frea High School without having ©pent at leaet a tee week
period in a Tenth Hostel under the leadership of their
instructor.
"Since its inception Richard aehlrream baa not only
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been the leader of the German Youth hostel Association but
he has also been the President of the International
Conference
in which 18 countries are represented.
This movement is continuing to spread. Since Christmas
(1935) the eighteenth country in Europe, Roumania, has
started a Youth Hostel movement. In 1936, Austria joined.
Holland
The leader of the movement In this country is Mr. Deelen.
He is also Secretary of the International Hostel
movement.
In 1933, there were 80 Hostels and over 100,000
"overnights".
In Amsterdam there is an "Institute of Leadership
Training" to provide leaders for all youth movements
of the
country
.
England and Wales
The Youth Hostel movement started in England
in June,
1931 under the leadership of John Catchpool
(formerly one of
the heads of the Y.M.C.A.). It was formed under
the auspice,
of the National Council of Social Service
with a grant of
#100,000. from the Carnegie Foundation.
The yearly
subscription for membership is $1.25 for those over 25
years
of age and about $.60 for those under 25. The
charge at
all the Hostels in England is $.25 per night.
In 3 years' time membership in the Y.H.A.
reached a
peak of approximately 30,000. In 1932,
with 132 Hostels,
there were 17,000 members with 78,067
"overnights". In
1933, the membership had increased almost 50% and the number
of Hostels had increased to 130.
Scotland
In this country, it was started with an Andrew Carnegie
Foundation grant of $10,000. In 1932 they had 51 hostels
and 3,600 members.
Czechoslovakia
The movement here became established in 1930. In
1931 thoy had 238 Hostels; 36,758 boy hikers; 9,908 girl
hikers; 429 school class travelers and 56,853 *overnighters*.
Hiking and biking is included in their school work, as a pre-
requisite for graduation.
Denmark
In Denmark the movement was started by Pederson, the
Chief Scout Executive. In 1931 Denmark had 137 Hostels
with la,000 "overnighters».
Switzerland
In 1932, Switzerland had 133 Hostels and 37,153 "over-
nighters"
.
Other European Countries
The Youth Hostel movement is also growing in Austria,
Belgium, Finland, France, Free City of Danzig, Ireland,
Luxembourg, Norway, Poland, and Sweden *here the number
varies from 133 in Austria to 33 in the small country of
Luxembourg
•
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Origin of the Youth Hoe lei Movoaont in vnerioa*
*Sh* Youth Hostel MfWtti in ^series sas initiated by
Monro* Smith and Isabel Snith, both of ehon sere iioout leadere.
their interest in the novcraant bsgsn in 1933 when thsy sere
oonnissloned by Columbia university to tako a. group of high
school students an a European trip as a project in international
friendship* Sensing the potential value of the movement to the
youth of Aserlea, they bsjm a study of Youth Hostels in all
countries of the continent.
*Xn 1933 at the International Conference of the Youth
Hostel Assoeiationa they aore invited to carry on the eork here
in .aaorioa, and so the Youth Hostel noveaont cane to the
united States. Western ^asoaohusetts had the first American
Youth Hostel.
aIn Deoeabsr 1934 a group of Sot) young people gathered at
the chateau in £ast HerthfieXd, Massachusetts, and dedicated
the building ae the American headquarters of the aeveaent* Ite
location is ideal because of its accessibility to the Berkshire*,
the <*hits fountains of Ren iSanpahire, and the ^rson ^ountalne of
Voruont. Zhe youth Hostel at Horthfield has sleeping
aocensodatlene for 100 boys and girls*
"On March 16, 1934, in Hartford, Connecticut, the
incorporation of the ,i*erlosn Youth Hostel Association took
place, the statenant of incorporation read* as foiluse
{
"the Astarlcan Youth Hostel association is fomed to enable
youth to travel in estrone simplicity at a oinisun of
•national Park Service, 1936, p. 27.
expense through the length and breadth of our land. It is
intended that Hostels of the association will facilitate
extensive travel by being build in a network covering the
country. It is hoped this will not only make possible
all the cultural benefits of travel but also win youth to
an appreciation of nature, and that in the enjoyment of it,
they may develop into a happier, stronger, cleaner and
more wholesome youth,
*
Purpose
"A youth Hostel is a facility for travel. It is a
building with separate sleeping rooms for girls and for
boys, separate wash rooms and toilet facilities, a common
kitchen and a common dining room, a common recreation room
and private quarters for house parents. In charge of it is
a house father and house mother,
"It is proposed that youth Hostels be established in
chains or routes so that young people may travel and get
acquainted with each other and their country. It would take
them away from congested environments into the open where
they may discover the beauties of their country, climb
the mountains, swim in the lakes, visit places of historical
and national interest and make friends with either young
people of similar interests.
"Youth Hostels are planned for those who like to
travel by foot or bicycle, who like to live ruggedly and
simply and who wish to or must travel economically.
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The establishment of Youth Hostels would enable
certain existing youth movements in the country to complement
their own activities in the enjoyment of this facility if
they so chose, A hostel is a facility and not a program.
"The facility is in the nature of a release — an
escape for youth from congested surroundings, confining
routine and subjective restraint, to the broadening simpli-
city of the outdoors, the Joys of discovery and adventure
in new places, the satisfaction of making one*s own way —
an emancipation of one»s self. The facility offers a great
opportunity for character building in the development of
qualities of self-restraint, consideration of others,
discipline and the formation of warm and lasting friendships.
Organization and Administration
"To protect its name and standards, American Youth
Hostels was incorporated as The American Youth Hostel
Association at Hartford, Connecticut, on March 16, 1934. The
movement possesses a Charter and insignia. An Executive
Committee has been set up for 1935 consisting of five
members including Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Smith, the founders
and directors of the movement in America. In addition to
the Executive Committee, a Board of Advisors composed of
leading sociologists, educational and recreational authorities
has been bormed to assist the Executive Committee in the
formulation and administration of policies and activities
of the Association. There exists an advisory Council of
Youth made up of people from Europe as well as the United States,
who are interested in the youth movement throughout the world.
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American Youth Hostels in outlining a program of
national expansion places great emphasis upon the local
responsibility of each Hostel in the chain. It is their
proposal to set up for each local Hostel, a Local Committee
composed of people selected from educational bodies, of
people interested in the social development of youth and
people familiar and conversant with the practical technique
of camping organization and direction. The responsibility
for the management of each local Hostel, therefore, rests
with a local body formed by reason of its own enthusiasm,
and located in proximity to the local Hostel where close
attention can be given to the Hostel* s problems.
The youth wishing to use the facilities at the Hostel
will get in touch with the nearest local Hostel, fill out
the application for a PASS , and submit it to that Hostel for
consideration. If his application is approved by the local
Hostel, upon payment of $1.00, he will be granted a PASS
CARD, which he will sign and to which he will affix his
photograph. When he chooses to embark on a trip, he will
write a post-card to each Hostel along the chain, expressing
his intention and desire for reservation. Return mail will
inform him whether the Hostel is already filled for that
date—whether he can be accomodated.
CONSIDERATIONS OF OPERATION
Age Limitation
There will be no limitation as to definite age with
the exception that in the event of reservation requests
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beyond the capacity of the Hostels, preference will be given
to younger hostellers. This is because a limitation on
age requirement would curtail potentialities for benefit
which derive immediately from the fostering of the group-
family consciousness engendered by the activity of the Hostel.
It would preclude the opportunity for development of the
younger groups, for the broadening transmission of
enthusiasm among different ages along the chain and for
whole-hearted enjoyment on the pert of the younger element,
with complete release from apprehension, by virtue of the
security felt in the protection and companionship of the
older hosteler.
"The question of the maturity and capability of
younger lads to take this Hostel experience is one that has
already been proved on the continent and even at the First
American Youth Hostel. When given their own share of
responsibility, youngsters respond and pitch in. The
disciplinary value of accepting responsibility and the
lessons of experience in self-restraint and planning, which
travel along the Hostel-chain demands, are in themselves
beneficial forces in the development of character. The
young hosteler is told what the minimum of travel must
be, and If he does not have the self-restraint not to
indulge in offerings along the road, he will soon cut down
when he finds the possibility of fun at Hostels farther
along the trail curtailed because of lack of funds.
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Moral Standards.
"In the organization of accomodations at the Hostel,
wherein the quarters for the boys and girls are separated,
with the Hostel parents in close connection to the girls-
dormitory-unit and with bed-time definitely set at 10
o'clock, the physical requirements of chaperonage are
adequately answered. A physical arrangement of quarters,
however, has newer yet insured ethical conduct or morality.
Ethical standards lie within ones self and the development
of morel traits can be bent one way or the other depending
on one's own powers of restraint and discipline, by
environmental factors and principally by association and
example. American Youth Hostels maintains that in the life
at the Hostel there lies a great opportunity for educational
and moral development—for an elevation of standards within
the group itself by virtue of its very group--consciousness.
The simplicity and democracy expressed in the Hostel idea
tends to dissipate individual groups and cliques. Here
again the benefit to be derived from a variance in the ages
of hostelers is apparent. The younger group are advised
to look to older hikers who are admonished to make their
conduct exemplary. The older key-leaders will form a power-
ful nucleus - in conduct and direction of the movement both
at the Hostel and en route.
•As to moral conduct between Hostels, it can only be
said that this movement in its very nature is selective
r
through individual choice and preference. It will appeal
to those individuals, who by voluntary statement in their
application for membership express a desire to live 1 ruggedly
and simply' ; and will not appeal to those of looser
proclivities,
American Youth Hostels proposes to prepare a GUIDE
giving full information as to routes and trails adjacent to
the Hostel. This GUIDE will also make routes to the next
Hostel. The arrival time at the Hostel is specified in
the preliminary reservation application and is anticipated
by the Hostel. American Youth Hostels plan to make the
question of arrivals and the investigation of delays in
arriving a responsibility of the Local Committee.
Safety Measures.
With reference to the health of hostelers at the
Hostel or en route, the Directors of the existing Hostel at
East Northfield rely on their own camping training and th«
availability of medical attention in East Morthfield in
case of sickness or accident. Should an accident occur
en route, their procedure is the same as one normally would
follow in case of emergency; to secure the nearest available
medical care. American Youth Hostels Inc. proposes to make
the provision of medical attention a function of the Local
Committee.
•Proper conduct along the trail will be thoroughly
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described in the comprehensive Guide to Iiostels P to be
compiled by American Youth Hostels. A smell bulletin,
THE AYE iiEWS . giving information about worth while scenic
objectives and policies of the organization has been prepared
and issued for the use of the hostelers. It also includes
suggestion as to proper conduct along the trail and at the
Hostel. Other controlling factors of conduct and safety
en route would lie in group travel, which American Youth
Hostels
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tmj&tm four
vnmmfArim of wromhtiw sssured sy
Aoeerding to Plate and Aristotle » n©ur very
sxeroiafte and reereatiorat
» running, ausie, daneing
fanning, - ifill prove to be a ^ood part «f our etudy,
Z would haw hi* outward bohavior arid nein, and the
di~ ^Msition «f hie limbs* fersed at the sane tin* with
his aind« it is set a seal, it is net a body, that we
are training up; it is a man, and «e ought net te
Sivlds bin into tuo parts; and, we are net te fashion
pm etthmtt the ether, but nabs then draw together
Hfc* teo herses harnessed to a eoaeh*"
"It yea would have his fear shea* and
cha£ Use-sent, do net harden hia to thorn. Inure him
to heat and cold, te wind and sua, and to d uigere
that ho ought te d«ep?ee«» {ijentaigne, lift?}
The above material refers to education and
character. The writer has still further divided
ehcjraetor into eartain ooaponent parts as follows:
CHAPTER FIVS
ah AjiAuzsm or iss jup-joensss or wrsLHiQ «siaH
GGHTfllliUTEB TO THE SSVELO^gflT OF Ca*AftCTj3l
In this etudy of character a« have taken the
soononly accepted beliefs such as those represented by
the Boy Seoute of Aaarica, tit* t. U. C. fe, , the
T« i» C. a» # the Knights of aelusAus, gellsgs fr&ter-
n&tlea, the Masonic Order, etc* Out of |Mi long list
that's wars eapeoially ohoaon « qualities* which by
their very constant roourr&nee seesed of especial worth.
These qualities wars than plaosd in a
{|ussticanairs which »as sent to hostsl«rs in countries
all over the aorld. .-is have harein collected their
reports, experiences and opiniono, and subsit them in
tha pagea which foil on.
fits first reply received was free a fIfteen
year old girl in Sorwioh, Connecticut - Ellis ifeSandless
who sent on hsr first 2urepcan trip in 1935. she write*
a vary interesting latter In which aha explains that
her can family had been unsucoeaaful in patting her to
feel a sense of responsibility - even far her self.
Hiss HeGandlsss brings out the fast that
because she was thrown entirely en her asm, aaeng
strangers she 'developed a wonderful sense of independence
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sndell Phillips aaye that "Responsibility
educatce", and the writer chooses this aa one of the
fastore for investigation, under the heading -
•GROWTH XX A SENSE OF RSSrOBSXaiLXTT*.
Richard Jaoil (of England) eaye "Every /ear
of ay life 2 grow more convinced that it is wlssat
and best to fix out attention on tiie beautiful and the
good* and dwell as little as possible on the evil and
the false% and the writer chooses this as a seaoral
factor for sere investigation, under the heading -
•OROffTH 2H APPRSCIAT202J GT THE 3G0D AND THE BEAUTIFUL
aocording to hereon »Thers Is always room
for a aan of force, and he makes roes for nany. Society
is a troop of thinkers, and the best heeds among the*
take the best places". Under the heading *CH10*»'TH IK
MENTAL ALERTNESS AND POWER* , the writer will sake s
study of thia quality to determine in what way it
contributes to the development of character.
An American divine, Henry Jilee etatee that
"lit may be a thing ef pure imagination, but humor
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involves aentiwent and character. Ihmsr is of a
gonial quality; dwells in the seas character with
pathos, and is always singled with sensibility." His
writer wishes to investigate this quality of character
under the heading • •i>EV£LOPMSKT OF A SENSE OP llUMOfl
AMD GOOD SFOBfSSAjfSHlP*.
the Greek idea of "a sound aind in a sound
bcdy% caused the writer to feel the value of the
•GROWTH 28 FHTSICAi. AMD GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP •»
to be worthy of special study as contributory to
eharaetcr development*
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aao»TH xh cayuofsn and a sshss or aisra§axaiLXfr
23.11s ^eCandl one, Connecticut - «You asntsd
t© know whether hssteling experiences aid In the
dav*leps*nt of charester. cm of ti» vary first
things that 2 learned (a lesson ehleh ay faaily had
triad in rain to teash as) was a aartain nut of
responsibility and independene*. Tee years ago 2 left
for Europe, with the youth hostel groups, at the age
of 15, without knowing a single soul aha was sailing
sitfc no. X had ay own passport, aeney and belongings
to Sara for, bealde the slight natter of looking after
myself. X had never been thrown an ay ©en before, so
all suaaer long X developed a wonderful sense of
Independent* gained froa natural experience.*
Alios arown, ffiaesaehusstte a "Tenth hosteling
dsvslops a new kind of eoarsderle and a remarkable
degree of self-assurance aaong the graving boye and
girls* X met youngsters of 14 she bicycled alone
the length and breadth sf Qeraany. Tfcsy vers cheerful,
soolalable, and cordial, yet able •go it* alone. Oroups
of boys and girls often traveled together unshapsroned,
yet In perfeot freedoa, while their parents rested
assured that they would be under proper supervision
at ni ;ht. All of this is most wholeseae and provides
an important unifying opportunity for the various
groups wivhin a nation**
Fred >ranx# Ohio taoortiatlon Director) -
"I can anew you Mil mis canes of oris© and delinquency
and I can easily blase it to environment end association*
Id it not Just as logical to expect aoraething fine froa
* person she has been brought up in wholooesjo surround-
ings? to do — is one of the ultiaatc aim of youth*
(Did a fire you built over sees to burn brighter? Did
the haaourg you fried taste over so delicious? £er*
the rapids over which your canoe bouneod ever so
thrilling?) In the activities you experienced — is
yout You sensed the adventure; you have enlarged and
enriched yourself with the doing* Xouth hostels have
opened up such rich experiences sjp to these she never
had an opportunity to express theaselve**"
Dan i.orth, Connecticut -
-X found that
resisting the lure of oonditeries and bakeries all
aunrior Ion when 0210*0 otonaoh is ojSftf - Mil not easy.
That the top of sugepitse is not the only thing to bo
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auraounted when bittemeae and diaappointaont are
f*lt# beeauae through iapropar lnfora&tion I eta unable
to raaeh ay goal; that lugging twenty pounds of eannad
joods on one ehoulder and ten pounds of dripping, oozy
bluebarrlee in the ether imnd for & half aile, is a
took Tor tba stalwart - eapaei&lly when ana ia ae&ked
to tha akin and haa to paal potatoes imedittely
4fce?'^^RFwWMWs^fcj^
Joan TOfinkel, tiessasktteetts - "Qno fifteen
year old boy in our group ana a Tory tanging practical
joker, especially anon no aaa an board ahip. X^ter
when wo were nountain aliabing in aslteerlend and
temporarily abort of funds no becaae tba ladder *
a
righV-nand nan* tba laadar aaa Semen and Uxia bey
perferaed an exeelleat a.rriee for the group by
pointing out to different soman leaders the different
view-points anion Anerioarjs bad*'*
rjuefiil B4UftM| nNMaaj - *QHt 9t
girla last year loat eY rything m olothea, aoney« kayo*
tiokota, etc., the firat fee days; but later on aha
learned to take earn of herself**
- 4S «
Alioe Sreokett (House Mother). Hew iiampahire -
"Anyone traveling under hie or h«r eaa loooaetion,
oaoking their o«n »#sia. keeping their *l**ping
quarter* oleaa end tidy auet certainly be dependable.
(Setting youth into the open, which requires their
exerciaing a* they rid* troa eae hostel to another,
takee the cobsebe est of their braina end repluoee
then with clean, helpful thoughts**
Archie ^tarfe* Pw*&eylvaala - "Cm* of the first
thins* «• loomed eaa that s* bed to aake ear own
denialone* end we developed « great dogreo of aelf-
reliance *e so bicycled through aoavria* acrosny,
Holland, horeay, and 3*1tsarland* lai* aay aeea like
quite a oontr&at ahaa one oonoidoro that tea year* ego
2 eae a very bored college aophcaore. tired of the
ondloa* round of rtenooi and social activities* Sot
nos for the first tiae in ny life 2 learned that 2
oould do nor* than 2 thought 2 could, that 2 could
alaaya bibs that extra hileastor if 2 had to. that 2
oould push ay bib* all day up a aeuntain and laugh when
abet aeeied to be the top proved only to be another
false alerew 2 got aore Joy froa doing ta* iapeoaibl*
than the easy* On© day In Korvmy* Inltl (itunroe)*
Bob Deokelnan and X pushed ottr bikes* and heavy peeks
up a narrow Mountain pass all day long in a teeth of
a driving rain* and it was eeldj And so were hungry!
m did not know where »e vera going to stay that night,
there did net eeea to ho a house in silea, hat finally
wo found * tterwegiaa former with whoa no oould stay*
wo had too boot Moal of our Uvea* a ooal of apjO.es an!
goat silk eheeee. Later wo aoilod whoa wo overheard
seas English tourists soaplain how oold it wao that day
when they redo up the poos in their oar* we had a
good time beeauso so had done the impossible. •
Luey ^rnstein, iti* Belyeke - *l know what
faith in huaan beings this trip hao given ao. .Man 1
offered to go alone froa the ehuroh where so sore to
the housemother's to get ooao potatoes* I got loot in
the dark of night oad even the sound of the rushing
river did not help ao* For the first tine i ny life
la suoh a situation* Z sas ooapletely unafraid of
anything or anybody* out there* stranded alone la
the dark."
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Mltii °« AUOJI (Houao fetter), SMI Tot* •
Tewth mmmm **»*t Mt» but develop aelf-reli*noe
an* the frlende that aay add to thoir enowled-e,
toleranee, and underetanding»"
X.ynt Tumor, Hatoo College - *H«nroe and
Isabel trueted oar Judssent and goo* no a freed©*
experienced before tiy very few of so* It worked
ehara*. «• found «o bad eapabilitiee heretofore
unrealized, to decided for auraelwee and lived ao
ainoero aelTea, with absolutely no veneer**
Jeeeph L* Thonpoon, Ohio *
-Tou knee how
boya and girlo hate to bo rased and to be unpopular.
It to th&o eeeial hand of iron that koopo the boys and
gtrle on the ri-ht and happy track while heatellna>«
mm*
(mowra m apptiisiatic^ or thl good and tie:
Majr-li*, Jrinneil CJoUeje - "It was beeau&e
of hoeteling thai I mxm my first eouotaln and ocean
and MStle* Beautiful in themselves* out all tha more
baautiful because tmer*J were othm r?ith wh^m to
snare this experience, •3ig idea**, and singing grace
before meals has had great signmcame* for no.
Hoetelera experience the good and the beautiful things
in an intimate and direst way* They don't Just aee the
redwoods - they sleep beneath them} they don't Juet
watch folk dances - they learn then*"
Betty Hoberet of Beaton - "Germany has mush
to offer in regard to impressive scenery* One earn et
do JusUse to its beauty by mere description* Ons must
£0 there and really see it for yourself* It is all so
vividly pictured in ay memory* "airing wheat fields
brightened with the red popiee and the blue of bachelor
buttons; rushing glacial streans* Jagged snow-cor red
peaks outlined against the blue skyj tiny villages
nssUina among the Bavarian Alps - all nils such as
these cannot help but make a lasting impreseion upon ae."
Joua To .Inkel, 2k£M«]i'JMtts - 'aicyeilnu is
« splendid way to really see and understand the beauty
of the landscape."
Anna Marguerite Olden, Norway « "Seen & bike
trip in snow or rein has its chars* lea appreciate
your oeii country sore and get to know it better shea
you can coapare it with other countries.
>
Archie Stark, PenneyIrania - «After a year «*
hesteUag through strange lands, I found that this
simple say of living close to nature had enabled as
to see the beautiful in all things*
Joseph U Thoapaon, Ohio - «as you walk
through the woods of He* togland, eliab the «©un**ins
of Oeraany, or scale the glaciers of Switzerland, how
can anyone doubt the eethetie value*
"
<m SO m
Dan North* Connecticut • '•this trip threw as on ny mm
responsibility; sods *s feel ay mistakes soro, got
along with other people, got tilings tens* aore detoraina-
tion to keep on, and in general aade as aoro roeponeible
and aoro resourceful."
John Te.vinkel, ^Sessaehusetts m "Bicycling
requires special alertness to avoid being hit by trolley
oars in cities, or antoo in the country, j&ertnese is
nxpt*eially neeeeeary in ingland. If you got your first
bieyele in i&gland ahtah has only hand brakes ana no
coaster brake an the foot aa yon have been aaad to in
Aasrlea. Added to thie difflenity is the traffic which
passes on the left instead of the right aa ir Oeraany
or M ts«srland. ,*gain parts of Austria have left-hand
traffic. Jance If you go froa one country to another
you have to be constantly alert to be sura that you are
riding on the proper side*"
hueille Bernstein, sit. iiolyoke m "Found 1 eas
aore alert and leas prone to literally fall asleep
every afternoon in the library the week following this
experience. "
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fiarylls* 3rinnel College - *X did net kr*ow
how ride & bike In June 1955, by 3opte«oer I could
ride ?5 silee In one day* Use whole gang wae ©aught
in a hallstore owning down 9ug Spltse and no one caught
cold. X will have to confess gaining ten pounds."
9m Berth, Conneetlout m *m% weather, eold
days* riding in eleet end bail, pushing up a dirt
road filled with enow at night to a hostel one and
one-half alias up from the aain road, cramps the first
day. end a broken chain that took six hours to fix •
of course X had a wonderful Una} and there were a
mill 1 1 of more pleasant e^perisnoes than those described
which X eon gladly look bask on."
Betty Boberts, Sassaehueett* - "The greatest
test of endurance during the sissser was the ascent of
Zug Spitze, a clisb of 10*000 feet. However it was
worth ovary effort, nothing is store satisfactory then
the joy of conquest."
John lewlnkel, Maseaohuaetta - «I imter
being is * halietora en the way down 2ug splice, ?e
sen soaked to the skin (sou forty peoplo had to
dry their slothes over one coal stove in a aa&H esbln)*
'.a ware aeat unooafortable* bat it was at the and of
the auwe«r and aa ware rather hardened to getting wat
and oa»e through nleely*"
Anna earguarits Glden, Kereay - "The out-of-
door life end the axereiee givoa one a splendid
appetite and eru.toi.oe one to endure hardships**
ATohie aterk, Pennsylvania - "I found that
hosteling aided greatly in developing ph/slsal strength
and atanino**1
Bab fleakeiwan m "a person sho had the use
of only one lung took the European trip sdth Monroe
(National Director). Upon his return Use doetore
aaid it aaa quit* slraouloua Ueoaut*e ha had regained
the full use of both lunge*"
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£111* MoOandlesa, aonr.eotlcut - "You develop
* oartain hardiness and fortitude after & long day of
biking in rain and su shin**-
Luoillo iisrnstein, St. Holyoka * man Luatlle
a&da the trip Xroa Mt. Hoiyoke College to Korthfield
she startad with a eold c yet after six hours of biking
In cold weather, aha arrived In Korthfield minus the
sold* * (Believe it or not)"
Lynt Turner, Bates College m nm I look bask
ov r the long hours we walked and rode, X don't aaa
how 2 stood it* % folks wars aaasasd at sy strength
when X arrived home, and the oaaplste winter after
ay trip X was more healthy and ambitious than ever
before In ay life* Xt la like a rairasle what one
ean do whan one is living on healthy food* exercise,
and good fresh air**
Joseph L. Xhoapaotn, Ohio • "a summer under
the sun In the open air as you bleyele through the
land stores up great strength*
"
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A etady eae made of this and it «a* found
that boya and glrle on an avera:* were 30g healthier
after they returned fro» Sarepe than they wore before
they left* <Rogera, 1936)
"During the mamer 1 get into the habit
of taking only eold ehosera wiiioh I have found
to be auch healthier ©hen one is suujeot to ehan^ea
of tesperature* X no longer complain that the bade
are too hard* In faot 2 rather en^oy sleeping in the
hay occasionally and living simply like the
Seartana*
•
OGOD iiPuRTSHAHUHIP AND AM OF HUHOR
Dr. Jule* UttttU^, irofessor of ;f«aan
Geography, Charles University, Gzeoheelewakia
-"I was
delighted to mot the group* of young Aaeriean girls
of the youth hostol woveewnt when they ease to Prague,
Ukat I appreciated *eet was their readiness and new
iapreasioi^ their eagerness, and that • la spite of
the lack of eeafert, satisfied with everything; always
in good huaor, never grmhUng at rain or fatigue or
material diaeoaf©rt»*
Bonie* Owen, Putney School - *fhe first
hostel we were In wae the Old Hamburg hoetel (net the
beat "liein-Oedenwlnd" which la fairly new.) we had a
peculiar variety of eold wheatena without silk; rather
dry black bread, sour butter, end nothing else.
Everyone looked a little surprised and disgusted, but
no one complained. X certainly have learned to take
it* Another tine we slept on thin straw sacks on the
floor which happened to be the celling of a etable
for goate and cows* After the first few minutes we
«o alopt fairly well* Qtt fust Btttt cvwj euo is in the
eawe boat turns these hardships into a good time."
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*&rylis» Orlnnell £©11©** m *H©e>t©l«rs
think a fl it tire, & night on the fluer, or a steal of
eelery Mi Jen is fan. It i« aU tha qg? yoo look at
things, ©nstaer yea ar© ©sporisneina *4ir«ntur«* or
Sea 8orth» a©nn«©tl«ut - »ths idea ©X giving
what mm eould to th« group and of appreeiaiins the
Ideas «f «T&ry other p^rooi ©as one of too Important
things «© learnt* by thee living together."
Joan To.inksl, ttussshmetts - "Ability to
keep sailing, em though one le soaked 1b the r&la or
foreed to lire on bread and J&a* Or ebon the jroup
I* in the "^e»a of boles enable to eentaet the sonsy
ehiah Is being forwarded to then, It is surprising be*
little one ©an get along happily on In an eaor^eney*
Hostelers haee ©eon attended the Forts upera in shorts
and i Isa^lns that tfeoy aero frowned upon* laughted
at, and etared at, to blushes* It is good to learn to
be Indifferent to-and good natared about * eusa
diaoourtosy, ©spseialiy ebsn it la no orlis© to seer
shorts and a great adeantas© to travel light,4
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£111* BeCandlsoa, Connecticut • "Good sport**
manship la /oar final Jay to successful hostellng* If
you opon your mouth to complain bitterly of your tough
pumperniokls you found your neighbor has broken his
tooth on it and your alienee la golden.*
"Climbing a mountain on a hot day, dressed
in aborts and a light shirt, is a Joyous experience,
but when, on your *ay down, you run Into a hailstorn
and the weather turns bitt rly oeld. It Is an
experience which is bound to develop a fins sense of
sportsmanship, or if by than you have not a sense of
humor, that storm was mighty fierce* to a buneh of
hostelers. It was the best experience ever,**
Lynt Turner, Sates College * * These two
things west be developed or the suisser will be a grind.
Naturally things happen; all sorts of e&tastrophles,
unattractive seals, muggy days, no place to sleep*
broken bikes ~ these have to be taken with a grin."
Anna aargusrits Olden, Norway; John Ter.inkel,
Masaaohusatte; Archie Stark, Pennsylvania found isuoh
evidence that there is splendid opportunity for the
development of good sportsmanship*
Anna Uargusri t* aidcn, lioreay m "Living and
tra»oling aith young people, all *tranger*# i* of
great educational Value*
*
Jala Winks!
, aaftWhwtU - »Hwto! lug
sees* so aueh nor* natural bceeuae you do the learning
by experience and action - taking oar* of yourself
elth groat lsssay on ho* to spend your tin*.*
"In oaap liis ©very aov«aent is tsually
planr^ed for you and you hav* litU* opportunity to
dooide for yourself,"
Alio* &r**k*tt (Heus* Sethor), Ms* Haapsblrs
•On* of th* young**t keateler*, a ouild frea tae city,
had UtU* icnowl*dg* of faro** After violting our
hostel at different seasons (her aether telle us) she
no* talks sith alacrity on ho* eon* are silked and th*
silk teatea; how m»b rood - oews, hers**, and raObits
require} ho* bucket* arm hung en sugar sapl* trees*
how sapl* sap runs* and then ho* it is sad* Into
sugar and syrup, next sunn r she is easing to learn
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how beea nan and aor*^ thing about the culture of
beee. All this inferaation aha paaees on in the
schoolroom* wnildren «bo have saver seen a oow •
1laten with open-aoutbed aetoniahaent.
"
Arable Stark, Pennsylvania - "X learned to
do ay ©an sanding. *hat euaner'a hostel experience
taught ae more about how to lire than 1 learned in
ay four years at eoliege* I learned a bit of Oaraaa
X never sill forget; a ait of jwiee history X sill
elaayc naiaair beeauaa 1 stood on the spot shore it
took place; a lot about Heabrandt when X viewed the
collage in /tastardea; eoae geology aa X surveyed the
Alps, but wh&t hosteling taught ae acre than anytiling
alaa waa how to gat slang with ether people, a batter
understanding of the vlewpointe of young people fron
other eour.triee is achieved through traveling and
living with then* and enduring the same hardahipa and
enjoying the aaaa pleasures*
Lucille itemstein, at* Holyoka. » "a new
prospective on life and people ia probably the aeat
tapertent thing that X acquired on the trip* X think
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overy youth living in the oity (LuoiUo ooaea from
a*» York «ity) should bo given a ohanoe to hostel
through good* slean, ehelesoas ^aerioan oountryoido.
«
"At Touneead mm stopped at a lumbar Bill
where we sot with too usual weleoae and »ero shea*
around* 1 even learned about tho different Vp*s of
grain, tho uoos of luaber, tho seasonal dlffioultlos
eneountered, oto«"
l-ynt Aum«r, Sates Oollogo - "X found that
hootoling develops a sound* wheleaoae philosophy of
lifo. (Developed "when there was roally a tins to bo
ysnlf>*)
Jossph U ihoapoon. uhio - "as I studisd
geology, history and religion, 2 know a great deal
sore, and ay lessons are made uore interesting bssauee
of the things I have seen."
Charlotts Hoot, Kt« Holyoka - *2 had never
spoken or essn -eraan. but in tas aiddls of vuguot 2
oould understand staple asrasn end speak sufficiency
to oarry on a conversation.*
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warrsn S. Tra * 'well - "2 learned quit* *
fsw simple ^ana&n expressions. This bsjssn ray present
interest in German. I lens now to learn all about the
oustoss at the Heidelberg of Old, to find out more
about Joman history, end in general besom mors
acquainted with the people aaeng whoa 2 traveled all
ouwaer. Z think Z had a definite advantags ever the
others in ay classes at school whs haws net watch of
a knowledge of Oersan life.*
"3 have the greatest pleasure in recalling
certain castles and auseuae (such as the fsasd Deutsche
s
-uoeun in nunich). It would be $m the sane in
Aacrlea. us have Just as aany different types and
classes of people; for exespls, those of the south and
those of Hew England. California. Tsxas, and Illinois.
Shat a wonderful thing it would be to really get to
know our own country with all of its beautiful parks.
stc«"
Doris Rockwell m *Z acquired a great interest
in current •wants whils hoateling. 1
vlioe Br©TO, iittMhitttU m «I net boya of
14 or ao who bloyolod alone iho length and width of
Joraany. Xbey lu*©* thoir country 11ko a book.0
Harylis, Qrloaoll Colle-e - "All winter long
Mars© And 1 gave talka about hoetellng to audiences
Yarying from college professore to gangs of kids in
aosa parka* «hat batter experience would tharw be
for developing poiaw and aelf-expreeaion? In actual
travel eontact with a foreign language, new ulaees md
new people, »ua stimulating. Last eusser Archie nod©
geologists of us* Constant eontact with intelligent
young people Is a mental stimulus*"
Dan North* Connectlout - »ss went frow the
top of the asoke-ataek to the bettos-aost ^lece of
metal of the chip. Jensen songs. merriment, and good
food were aaong our early exp^riencee."
Batty Roberts * *Hhat a narvsloue opportunity
a cummer spent abroad offers* 1 1 ia actually an
education - a character builder.
'
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John Towinkal, Kaeaaohusotte - UadouOtedly
the hostel eyatea gives the *trepea»» (end Aaerieane)
•a opportunity to learn othar iHmiHg for * aeaber
of ths hostels in ono eeuntry la alsaye aooepted In «
hostel In another oountry. Kany Ooraana trawled in
Friinoo in this »ay«*
"A« far hoe moling in .*3eriea, It acquainted
the oity dssller sith the f«nar and faming eenditions,
snd it teaehee ona to «a,t for oneself In aU
kinde of terrain**
ml Tieited the hangar In Frlederiekahafea
where tha Zeppelin Jiindenherg still in aonatruatien
Aagtiet 1S36, shoeing the aarvelous teehi<leal
-aniua
of tha Oeraan engineers* I alao visitsd Salisbury,
ninahaawr Cathedrals, and aaa such thrilled by medieval
idaal of beauty in stained glass, soaring area, and
vault.
"
Keaiea Often, Putney -oiiool - "A young person
interested in learning a foreign language say aequlre
* greet deal la a euaa&r and ens she is net interested
«sy got along with about fifty words or phraeee. I
think this dependa entirely upon the individual beoause
foreigners are always glad to help yoa,»
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Joseph U '1'hoapson, Ohio * *1 know * French
boy who beaass good friends with a barman youth on our
trip. All this experience (of hosteling) sots rid of
provincial attitude* and gives one a coesepolitan
sl»d»"
Charlotte ^ot, Kt. Holyoke - "It nade
so realias (hoateling) how such other people are really
like us - in thought* customs and Ideals - even better
in son* ways, end more than anything gave as a now
dread of ar« Aids In appreciation of other races*
w
John Tevilnkel. Massachusetts - "Certainly it
mist hresdon a young person*s syspathies to nest and
understand those differing local oustoao (of various
people)
nam, Putney aohool — "At hone one
btsomcs engrossed In his own business, hut en the hostel
trail yew ooon esquire an active interest In what ether
peoples and nations are doing, through eooial contacts
at the hostsls, etc. N advanood African' haws never
sot people who did not believe in having fresh air at
night, who thought you would die if you ate cherries
Hand then drank water * but an the trail you hear
another view-point. You fiat that there are etudente
In ether countries who live in garrets* have
practically nothing to eat all »inter - salting this
sacrifice in order that they say attend s university*"
Anns herguerits Olden, Jicrway - "Freparo
your sen seals, viash your sen slothes. So the
shopping In countries where they ds not understand
English*"
Arshis Jtark* Pennsylvania - "SlUhing
j,l usiere* and cooking our osn seala.
"
John Tswinkel, Mssaaahusetts - -Because of
the exanpls ef Isabel dnith, nany of the beetelera
took up sketching and made vary interesting vices of
the people they ess* The skstshes of people in the
group she went to Japan are especially interesting*
Other hostelers took along ncvis sanerss and got
pictures of glaciers, crevices* sour tain peaks* and
lakes*-
WHAT DO THE TuUHQ PSCPLK ACTUA1XY LIaOT?
Anna Horgusrito Oldon* Msrsay * Ungssgoo
»
arts, sustoss sad traditions of different nations*
history* politics, eeonoaies, ete. of other
cointrios* Opportunity to so* ho* tbs sharester
of the natives is offsoted by ths naturo and clisate
of that partisular oountry*
*Wo taks an interest te forslgn oountrios
and when so sot hoao so road ail ths noss about iU
To 1st young psopls travel in other oountrios if
of oreat rains to ths poaoo oososonU*
AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXP SIENCKS uF HOSTELIMJ 4HICH
CONTRIBUTED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHARACTER
In this study of charact r we have tefeen the
oowwmly aecep t«d beliefs such as those represented by
the Soy Scouts of oaerioa, the ¥• N* C. a., the
T* C» a*, the &inghte of Oolusbus, College frater-
naties, the Uaeonle Order, - to. out of thle long list
there were eepeeially ehoaea - qualities, which by
their very constant reourranoe eeesed of especial worth*
These qualities were then placed in a
questionnaire which was a nt to hostelers in countries
all over the world. We have herein collected their
reports, experiences and opinions, and subait then In
the pages which folios*
The first reply received was fro® a fifteen
year old girl in Norwich, Connecticut - Elite MeCandlesa
who sent on her first European trip in 1935* She writes
a Very interesting letter in which she explains that
her own fatally had been unsuccessful in getting her to
feel a sense of responsibility - even for her self*
Hiss heCandless brings oat the fact that
because she was thrown entirely en her own, aejeng
strangers she "developed a wonderful sense of Independents
gained from natural experience".
ales Alice Drown, a school teaeher of
3tookbrldge, Massachusetts, writes that while travelling
in Europe aha ebe rved the development of a "narked
decree of eolf-aoentrance" among the young fclk, who,
even at the age of fourteen were travelling along
together In fine spirit. Their sense of responsibility
ess developed to the extent that they mere apparently
sell able to take care of theaselvee*
M»* fred frsnm, director of Recreation,
Zanesvllle, Ohio *> who has travelled extensively *
contributes the Idea that yough suet find sons outlet
for its energies thru sens fere ef activity* as a
direct result of hie (Mr* frans*) experience he feels
that by providing the proper kind ef environment,
wholeeoae aetlvltiee are bound to follow, with growth
in character a direct result* «r* Franz feels that
the Youth Heetel movement perforce an excellent service
In this regard*
Br* Daniel North, ef Avon, Connecticut,
eontribetee this idee, gained, of acurse, free) his own
personal exp rlence* Hardships encountered ars s
splendid fas tor In the building of character, because
they Wash a youth hostel member to be self-reliant
sad resourceful under adverse weather, and read
conditions* (Even the self-control required, when
thru Misinformation one is unable to reach a stash
dialred goal - has its value in contributing to the
development ef character, by requiring self-control.)
Wr* John Tewinkel of Northampton, Massachusetts,
apparently a rmch-travelled and mature young sum, erites
a most remarkable letter in which he clearly shoes the
direct influence of travelling with a Tenth Hostel
group abroad* It seems that a young chap of about
fifteen happened to be In Mr. Te Inkle's group* This
youngster the very amusing, and fall of pranks, lacked
solidarity and dependability* Later on, when the
party was mountain climbing in iiwitsarland this boy
developed "an immense sense of responsibility" and
became the leader's right hand man* He proved invaluable
in harmonising a delicate situation which resulted from
ths different viewpoints of the Oerman and American
hostelers* He was also invaluabls it another time when
the party «ew t mporarlly short ef funds* He measured
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up to the challenge of life-like situations and became
mature and responsible in character because of those
experiences (all in one summer)*
Anna ttarguerite Olden, of stavanger, ttorway
haa travelled with one group of people of eight
different n&tionalitios m thru five different countries.
For the past three years she was the leader of a group
of tern American Hostelers, oenduoting then thru Denmark,
iJorway. Sweden and Romany*
am aa example of he* hosteling develop* a
sense of responsibility she tells of one girl she at
the beginning of the trip "lost everything * alethee,
emey, keys, tickets eto. however after a short while
this youngster learned to take aare of herself• (The
writer wonders whether ordinary schooling or home
influence would ewer have served to develop the
character of this girl » as the experience of hoeteling
did?)
Mrs. Alios araokett, House Mother at River
icroa Youth Hostel* in -harlestosn, How Hampshire
presents another phase of character development by
showing that the hard physical exorcise (required in
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getting from one koetel to another) removes morbidness
day dreaming and tendencies toward unbalanced outlook
on life, and replaces ail these with an outlook which
is wholesome and balanced,
Archie Stark of Haverford College.
.
' LPemiyslvania contributes the idea that endurance which
/
i
is necessitated while hosteling is of great value.
Driving rain, pushing bikes up long mountain slopes,
cold weather, and no prospect of food in sight develop
fortitude and character according to Mr. Stark - at
least he found it so - wken cold and hungry with no
prospect of food or shelter in sight.
Lucille Bernstein of Mt. Holyoke (and New
York City) finds that she has gained a faith in human
beings which has meant much to her. Physical courage
has also been acquired by Miss Bernstein because of
the above faith, and the experiences thru which she
went while on the trail. For the first time in hier
life she has become "completely unafraid of anything or
anybody" as a direct result of being lost in a strange
land one night. Obviously Kiss Bernstein* s outlook on
like is vastly improved as a direct result of the
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developaent of this side of her eaaractor.
Mrs* Edith Dm Allen, * House ~©ther of
Peeling, Bm York finds thai self-reliance and fin*
friendships nod* whlls hosteling, odd greatly to the
"knowledge, tolerance and understanding" • 2a other
words their whole oharaotar developaent is aided thru
tho oontaots wads while on the trail.
Joseph Thompson of booster* Ohio presents
the sound idea (resulting from his own experiences and
observations) that the desire for approval of the
aeabere of the group with salon one ie traveling are
a splendid aid in tho developBent of character and
self respect.
Lyni Turner of Bates College, Maine, gives
Mr. end Mrs. Monroe Saith suoh credit because the
hostelers were forced to sake their own decisions, and
abide by then* They were actually allowed to be their
own natural selves* as a builder of character what
could be wore valuable?
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A* AHALX-IS Or TH£ SXPEHIBSQiS CT H03THJ1I0 *HKH
CCNTUBUTED TO 0no3TH IH AFFH£CI,iTIOB OF THE OOOO
AHD THE BEAUTIFUL
Hary Elisabeth of 3rinnell College, lwm9
has found that ths actual experisnses of Intlaate
living vita nature, sleeping beneath the redseods,
learning tho folk dances, climbing nountain peaks
while In tho nosptny of other young friends served
tronondously to increase her appreciation of tho fine
things In life*
Betty Roberto of Boston, Kassaehosetts, finds
that acre sorts are inadequate to express her apprecia-
tion of the beauty of the Alpine Mountains sits their
tiny villages nestling bonesth. She feels that one
suet actually sss for oneeelf in order to knee what
beautiful scenery really does to one's character.
John Terdnksl finds that bicycling gives ens
on opportunity to appreciate and really understand the
country thru which one posses.
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Anna Um Olden has found that in order to
really appreciate /our Mm country you oust first
know it by traveling slowly thru It*
Arohls Start has found that by staple
11Ting sails traveling thru nss lands "one develops
an appreciation for ths beautiful in all things.*
Joseph Thoapeon finds that walking thru
New England eoods, climbing glaslors in iSml ts«rland
sake one feel naturae beauty*
AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXP£ 5U23JCS3 OF iiUS'iliLIHJ
man contributed to siocth in kshtal al*kv-
NSS3 AND POSER
Dan North feels that ths constant dseani! for
wise dssisions along the trail* coupled with nee end
ever-ehanjing situations shioh frequently arise,
develop in ens s great degree of alertness end Ingenuity*
They also develop one's deteralnatien to a Barked degree.
John Tewinkel points out the epesial alertness
required in Meeting heavy traffic, both in the city
and in the country. Added to this ens suet quickly adapt
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onss-ssif to left-handed traffie (as la dvltaerland
and parts of \uatria), ana as quiefcly raturn to
right-hand traffie rotations when entering ethor
oountrloa.
8p. Ta 'inkel also a&kee olear that seatal
dexterity la alaost a atmatty «nan en* siahee ta
eonvey idsaa in a atranga language alto a eeeabularly
that la extremely Halted. The training here » aa
a developer ef Mental alartaaaa and peeer m ia obvicma*
Luellle Bernstein flnde that after a goad
long bioyele trip on the haatal trail bar aind ia far
ajar* alert whan aha gaaa ta prepare her leaaana*
am ASAwrsis or the sxpmsmsa or mmojm
mum goktkisutsd to anoiftH is physical
STnJBWTH AMD STABIHA
Mary Elisabeth who eould not ride a bioyele
in June* aaa able to cover 75 alios in one day by
She relates that her phyaleal res nre ass so
built ap that while eaught in a eevere atom and
thoroly drsnohod* neither she, nor the ethers in her
party, sufferod any ill effects.
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Shan it la nottd that, oven while goina thru
euoh strenuous expertenoea aha gained tan peunde, ona
can readily draa ona*a awn coneluaiana as to her
iaprovenect in physique while on the Youth Itoo.ol trail*.
Dan North found that tha physical hardahipa
encountered baaauaa of weather and road conditloae
greatly inoreaeed hia physical ataaina and reserve of
health* Ha further inaista that all thaaa expertanoaa
vara aery stisolating«
Batty floberte found Zug Jpitsa (a oliab of
10,000 foot) a splendid teat of endurance which she
had developed while heataling.
John letflnkel speaks of a hail ators which
hie party of forty encountered while easing down froa
thie climb. Tot beeauae of their fine atate af health,
and beeauae they were rather hardened to jetting wet,
all cane thru nicely* A^ain, the evidence af health
and ataaina developed while hoateling thru Europe*
Anna &• Oldem found that the vlgoroua out-of-
door life inoraaaad bar ataaina and strength to the point
where she could endure hardahipa without any ill affeota.
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Robert Dsckeiu&n relate* the esse of mm
young asa wi oae physios! health iaprovod to the extent
that he regained U» um of one lung ehioh had not been
furiottonlcg shea 1m atarted en his tear *lth & group of
young hostelers*
Sllie keOsndlese found oieyoling in all kind*
of soother• & splendid say to develop forUtuda and
rugged health.
Laollls Bernstein of lit. Holyoka College
raoantly took a bike trip up to iiorthrield (45 alias).
Six houra of this exsreiee cured hor of a oold aha
ees aurprisad to find*
iynt turner built up auoh & rea^rvs of health
and strength free hie trip with the hostelers that the
following Hunter found hie fall of ambition and In
setter phyaioal oondltlen than he had ever been before.
Joseph flucapson of Ohio found that he had so
hardened hie hoty that sudden teaperature ehangaa or
rude eleoping eooeaaadatlene oaused no dlsecafort. lie
also found he had stored up greet strength as a result
of his activities on the youth hostel trail*
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AH ANALYSIS OF TH2 2UPSHIEBCE3 OF U05TSLHB
WHICH COHTRIBUTSO TO THE DEYtLGfttEBT OF
OOOD SP0at3MAK3UXP AND A OF 1VJUQB
Dr. Julmm l»«A«lU| Professor of Hunan
Geography at Charlee University, Useohoalovakia found
that Aneriean girl* with whos ho sans in sontaot hod
developsd a rsiaarkably fin* oonso of buaor and good
sportsmanship whiah sossod always to be in evident*
regardlss* of naterial dlooomfort* or fatigue*
Sonisa Os*n of Putney *oheol» relate* the
splendid say in which a group of hostelers aooepted
without eenplaint a euppsr that was hardly palatable •
to say the least* Later thsy vers quartered over a
seat stable, but the** young hoeteler* had developed
their sens* of sportswanthip to sush an extent that
thsy sere soon fast asleep* B***u*s all the** young
people are in the sane fix it appeal* to their sens*
of honor.
nary Elisabeth she writes of exporter****
shieh would upset the ordinary youngster found out
that the attitude en* tax** ean ehang* the whole
eonplexion of an undesirable exp rienoe into that of an
adventure*
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Dan Sort* finds that group living is one of
the finast snm of developing good sportsmanship,
Consideration for others and appreoiation of their
viewpoints is snowier attribute of character developed*
John Teuiakel points out that rain, poor
food, being short of money, lashing proper clothes sith
shioh to attend a eoeial function are all splendid to
develop ones sense of humor end good sportsmanship.
Even to he ridiculed has its contribution to the
development of this phase of ones character he finds*
Sllis HsCandless save "Oesd eport esanetilp is
your final hey to suseess hesteling**
JLynt turner says that a sense of sportsmanship
sad good humor "must be developed or the summer mill be
s grind" • Ins point hers being that unpleasant things
are bound to happen so shy not take them with good
spirit*
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AM AHALY3IS OF THE £^31280X3 OF i&wTSLXHO
WHICH 80HTSX8UTSD TO THE KHK3ATIOHAL DKV JUOP-
M2HT GF A TOOTH 1IOST2LSH
Jolm Te vlnkel - ^ecuuaa "you <*« the learning
thru actual experience and action, hoataling cocao a
Buoh sora natural way of acquiring an education*
Alice -rackott - The natural eurioaity of a
olty girl wlelting a rural hoetel waa too beginning of
a long poriod of atudy and obeerwation, over a number
of aeaaone, concerning difforant kinda of agricultural
aotivitloa - which knowledge aaa latar paaaad on
(in school) to bar city alaaa a*tee.
Arabia Stark m Thic young aan levamed to nand
olothee, aaqulrcd a knowledge of tha demon language
ttwiee hletery, geology, the view polnta af people of
othar eeuntrlee - above all be laamad baa to gat along
with paopla*
Lucille Bometein • Hawing cone free Hew fork
Oity, Lucille found hoctcllng a wonderful opportunity
to loarn about life in the country. She alee acquired
oonaldarable datailed information en the practice af
lumboring, and the difficulties encountered by these
in rural districts* Her teewlsd.-s of weather was
vastly increased.
Lynt iurn»r * For the first tins to his life,
bssanse he was provided the opportunity for quiet sat
normal development and given tine in which to be
himself, this hoy developed s "sound, shol.esesse
philosophy of life".
Joseph hm Thompson * found that the knowledge
esquired vhile heatellng greatly assisted hia to under-
stand subjects studisd in school* end Bade school
lessons far sere interesting and profitable because of
this hsglfground of information on which to build*
arron 3. Trsadwell - learned history* euatosa,
sad eons thing ef the German language* asquired an
end <irstending ef how the uerman people actually lived.
Be also developed a strong desirs to knew America setter
gceauae of the knewledge gained thru his experiences
abroad.
Deris Heckwell m developed great interest in
Current Events*
Alice Brown found the native youth of Germany
had becoae thoroly familiar with their own country,
because of knowledge gained thru hosteling.
Mary Elizabeth learned a new language,
acquired an understanding of a new people, and learned
considerable about the subject of geology* >\& a result
she was able to give lectures, durin; the following
Winter, before all types of audiences, explaining the
advantages and beneficial experiences gained thru
hosteling*
Monies Owen found that the extent of knowledge
acquired depends in part, on the individual's desire
to learn.
John L. Thompson found that experiences gained
while hosteling enable youth of different nationalities
to understand each other better, and to acquire a
vastly broader conception of life, and the viewpoints
of other nations.
G4
trend* run quito eloarly thru thia
whole study. The your. ;ster is given nvsah responsibility,
lift ha« to safe* decisions and abide by the conasquenoee.
ilia itinsr&ry ia planned, true - hut elthis that Xialt
la great latitude* Ths youngster say eheeae one of
the six regularly piaimed tours, or strike out on hie
asm (parenta persitting)*
unco en route passports sad pereenal offsets
have to he eared for, aoney haa to he allotted for
food, aeaeeasnta, aide tripe, gifta, and purehasea to
bring boa** At the borders only a eartain amount ean
be carried aaroaa - so aoney haa to be send on ahead at
various designated points* (Saoh one carrying hie can
funds in a aoney belt)*
during the day numerous decisions have to be
aads m shsther or not to include interesting aids trija
to eathadrala, eliab sons high peak, or sow a longer
distance on the route. Ths youth hosteler oust
datemine mhether he will carry hie lunch, sock it
en route, or purehuas light refreshnenta on the say*
This Involves previous knowledge of the type of country
thru which he will pass, the fasllitlea available, and
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the distance whlsh und r MfMl eirsumetanees he should
be able to m«ff
uua at his destination each aenber has to
shos * elean sleeping seek, present his asabsrship
sard* sian tits register, aim! decide with the group when
and what to s&t* Omr laundry to be dsns for the
next d«y # slothing asaftsd sto.
After supper, toers are letters to be written,
•rrangeocats asde for advance eseoesjsoations* sad ass
friendships to cultivate* Sons of the heatelers sill
study a as* languags, and others sill seat to learn
folk dances* thru all this constant aewsseat sash
asslifr aust choose for hiasslf shat he sill participate
in and what he sill salt*
If ens is net used to suoh a strsnusus life
he aay find he needs to retire early* yet no sas slss
saa sake this shoiss for his* «hen the sorrow eeass.
however, if he has sheson wisely he sill be refreshed
and ready to enjoy shat ths nes day aas to offer»
.Suppose for example s hosteler has not ohoeen
wisely. A trip is und^r ovmsid«ration fsr ssas hard and
perhaps dangerous aoantain slisblna* If hs is eat of
eondition he is foread to forego this pleasure bsseuss
of the possibility that he ny hinder or even endanger
the party fey feesowing ill «i»n aseendlng or descending
•one steep Mountain pass or aliasing ov r elippery
glaciers* ihc reaponeieility is atill dircetiy up to
the neafeor hiaeelf• Cnly he or she ean really **** Vhe
inserd state of health so necessary to met the extra
requir »ent* of the day* <*4y he or ehe is able fey
satehful personal observation to da tomine what loads
feast agree* end shat foods neat net fee Indulged in*
^hile actually en the Wail feikas not in good
eondiUon have a say of giving eat at the aost
inopportune neaenta. thus the ahele party i* delayed
heoauee one u-necr has not lived fully up to his
reaponaibili y. Bare it is that the pressure of group
Ufa eeaes to play and the offending person aads to
clearly realise his failure to live up to hie obligations*
though this is done diplomatically the reader ean sell
laaginc the enfeariussaeat of the vietta and his or her
conduct in the future ae far ae preparation for a trip
is concerned.
Bight here it can readily be eeen that chile
aletakes are mode, the responsibility reverts
iaaediately
to the person at fault and his eabarraeaaant Bakes
the
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experience one that Is long renumbered to advsntags*
droup living involves group reeponslblllty and gives
theee youth hostelers * resarksble training In
essucing* and living up to » thsir o«n Individual
duties*
Safety of one* eon person on Vho trail is
a vary Important Individual reeponeibillty* In
England and parts of Austria you rids on ti e left
aido of the road* passing sars on too right* In
Jeraany* and Ssitserland you oust rids on the right
hani side nesting all traffic In the ^verloan style*
•'his requires constant personal vlgilanss and prsssnos
of Bind* Ho one slss oan rids your slice or oaks
your decisions ehlis In heavy traffic In a atrangc
land* Many teens forbid the riding on boulevards*
there oan one ride only en special bicycle tralle
provideo*
Shlle the above does net begin ts cover the
any decisions required of c youth hosteler on the
trail it will give the reader eons idsa of the place
hoetellng fills • In developing by natural sethode or
actual life experiences • the Individual's sen sens©
sf personal responsibility* group responsibility* • yse
even national responsibility* fer beer In alnd that
a* Aaorieane eomluet theaaalvoe *hile abroad, so elll
llwtoA receive Juiiaonl froa naUm of ether land*.
For example:- a avail group will trawl thru
Japan thio liir Welti the leadership of the Mta
MMW of **outh Kadley. In order that ihie country,
•till in doubt aa to too value of heetellng, aay
rooeivo the proper iapresaion of the Youth Heetel
movement, and of Aaerloa, it beooaoo nooooeary to iiait
the group to a eery avail unit of earectally reeponalble
jo—It jnoplQ- The Japanece are •eftoervatlee, precise;
above all aethodienl and eourteeue. Ihe reader *an sell
laagine the del leato tea* oonfrenting heetelere u«i
ihe careful way they will hare to conduct thoaselves
in order to aeet the aaaatlng requireaanta of our
ekeptioel frionda in the Orient.
The eery fact that ail the Inforuation received
by the writer ehowe a Ions? Hot of reaponaibiUtleo
sueeoaefully aet» with eorreepondins growth •*
individual, would Indicate the laaenee value of the
•ovaaant la developing charaeter. On* hao only to road
acme of the quotations froa theoe letter* to ooo the
•pleadld pregrea* a^de in character doveIor*tent, xe a
direct reeult of expoeuro to aateral l!ke-li*» altuatlona
•heroin the individual hoateler wae forced net only to
decide, hut actually to live by, hU can doeleicne -
Conditiono far the development of * semes of humor
and good nportsnsnchlp are far aore advuniageoue on tho trail
at home noossss the iiosteler is usually ono of a group.
B8»ing quar tered over an "overpowering stable of goats" ao ons
youngster reported would bo unbearable alone but with a group -
all looking to eee who will be the first to weaken - well,
then lt*e just a garas, no longer a hardship. Careful
reflection upon this point will reveal one of the great
fundamental advantages of this whole neveaent. there is a
group nerale, a group spirit, and a group sense of sportsman-
ship - all of shleh strongly ehallengeo the weaker menber to
seaeure up to the higher standards set by tits ethers* And
thru this all he is assured of the eynpath;* end help of the
etroager ones - if he really needs it. the greet tnlne of
this neral support is uaprediotable.
In the development of a eenee of appreciation of
the good and the beautiful the replies fren heetilers
the
world over indicate s deeper enjoysent of the majesty of the
Alps, the aystery of the Cnlifeenia redwoods, the
spiritual
eostasy ef a sunrise - because there stand beside you
other
young eoule equally enthralled and uplifted by this
spestaele
which pulls so deeply at your own heartstrings. Ihey
toe are
seeing it, they tee ere inwardly glowing with its
wonders
.ad fer the menent they hues all sesens es one being
spirituslly
uplifted by thie spirit of inner appreciation
As to the educational advantages acquired thru
hosteling, the words of John Tstfinkel seems nil
appropriate * »Bccuuos you do the learning thru actual
experience and action, hoatcling « a ansa acre natural
My of acquiring an education. '* The natural curiosity of
young people, stimulated by oontaot with 0trans* ao jaao and
no* faces, eoaes into mi play*
ffeey loam a no* language. atudy local history,
acquire an interest in geolesy, acquire understanding of
weather conditions, acquaint themselves with tfes smthods
ueed in agriculture end in general tend to absorb with real
interact the information teat ie offered in answer to their
ewestlons. Above all they learn to adjust theaeelees to
nee end untried eltactions* Thsy find that other folks bare
to meet the sane situations, and they feel that they haws
beeene part ef a greet adventure, the art of real living*
ens young person strssses ths ineenee value to
bin ef "the opportunity for quiet and noraal development"
in ehieh he eoeld really be himself. He has developed,
aolely eseause of this, a "sound, wholcsens shilesophy
of life", the writer wonders whether anything
sould be
acre important than thief
®»rs seese also to be a direct stimulus to
fornal looming, "school lceeone beeene acre interesting*
and ef eourse profitable, beeause ihsy ere eeeed
on
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kneeledg* acquired thru travel, and beftaua* of the viril
curiosity that has consequently bean aroused* It is
eapeelally interacting to note thai * mmSuar ef European
traveil are new feel the deeIre to know their ©en ooiaitry
better*
Above all, the tone of eany letter* Indloate a
Ml appreciation of the faot that thee* young people have
developed greater eenfidea** In thenaeiv**, and acquired »
tolerance and aywpathy for peoples of other las**. For
the firot tie* they haw *es* to realls* that "foreigners"
are jtjjl being*, like themselves, that they hav* the sane
like* end dislike*, in sany W«» « African youngster
*&* genuinely surprleed to find that *fen a seU JSuropean
group had it* prankster*
While the writer feel* that this etudy has by no
a*an* boon eonplet* - th* evidone*, end
especially the
general undertone running thru th* eoaeunieaiioa*,
do**
reveal th* intense enthueie**, and real sincerity
of th*
rrea th* etandpeint *f formal education
the faot
that .any are elgoing up for sublet* in
hietory, geelosy.
and foreign language* indioat** the
objective interee*
aroused by th* youth ho*tol sovewant*
/jad It «e eonaidsr culture as a pari of our
educational program the evidence seeae strongly indie&te
that youth hostelers haw Indeed found a nee channel thru wliioh
learning «*y coes to thea under the ettaulu* of actual oontaot
with life*
Hi* writer will always be grateful id Professor
Winthrop «. »eila» for his guidance and viae council. Hie
personal interest has soda this study and all work connected
with this department nest pleasant and profitable.
To Or* Philip h. Oara&le, who greatly aided the writer
in assuming and maintaining a scientific approaah towards this
proble«« and to Sr. Charles F. aexander, whose sneouragetient
and invaluable assistance has further aided this study, the
writer feels genuinely indebted*
alnoero thanks is expressed to rrefessor uoding who
personally introduced the writer to scarce 3sith.national
Director of osurioan Youth Hostel, to Mr. Saith, who wads
available records unobtainable elsewhere* to Karl i&nfheld,
and to the entire Staff at Bationel Headquarters, the writer
will ewer be grateful for their hospitality, advice, and
real assistance in conducting this search* In conclusion,
the writer wishes to thank Youth Hostelers and House parents
all ever the world, for their generous letters which nade this
thesis possible. Their spirit end thai of the Staff at
ikwrthfieid, permeate* these pases.
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Dear CarolSj
Enclosed I am sending you the two photos which I promised
to send. Fope.to see you up here again in the near future. With
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YOUTH COUNCIL
The Youth Council consists of all holders of Youth Passes. Its chief purpose Is to give expression to the needs and desires of youth In order that the '
may serve them In the best possible manner. It Is the privilege of the Youth Council to suggest modifications or changes of the policies of the AYH
transmitting their suggesHons to the National Headquarters.
The American Youth Hostels Inc. b a member of the International Youth Hostel Association of 18 countries

V.
THE SPIRIT QT HQSlEUm AT NATIONAL HEAD ARTEHS
The Spirit of iicateling is not soaething that
lends itself to being Brittan about* Rather it is
soa*thing that ha* to he actually experienced to be
understood and appreciated.
While the writer has not had opportunity to
go on any long tripe he has noticed the fine spirit of
friendliness and cooperation which ie so evident when
the seabare cone into contact with one another*
If one could have had the privilege (ae did
the writer) of living end working with the staff at
the National Headquarters* he would really feel this
fine spirit of heeteling* These young people* mostly
college graduates* are eo enthusiastic and fine - that
no task is tee nsnlal* or tee hard* or too long! It's
a case where each one does all he or she possibly can -
and then they all pitch in and do a lot More - working
far into the night* (And aeny a Sunday, tee*)
To aeet these ewer increasing desande they
net only give ox their tiae, but also (because of the
fact that financial contributions do not begin to keep
pace aith the requeete for new hostels and facilities
for supervision) these young people en the staff donate
one-half of their salary* end rire left with lees than
five hundred dollars per year with whieh to Meet all
VI.
their living expenses*
.and thru all the long hours of work, with a
minimal of rest, they are Invariably courteous to one
another, assisting ons anothar, and doing many axtra
tasks with fins grass.
Above all* groat credit is das to Mr. and
Krs* Honrs* Ssith, who by their own sxaaplss have est
a standard of eooperation and hard works good sports*
ra&nahip and clean living; which sill ever be en
inspiration toward the fins ideals for which hosteling
stands* (The writer feels it only fair t© sention
that Mr* end i£ra* Salth have put all their life's
savings into this great works even borrowed on their
life insurance policy - contributing $9,000 in cash*
Further* they have aads a present of their own hose,
with three and one-half acres of land, to provide
facilities that our youth say travel*
>
.48 if this wars not enough they have arranged
to have their own children (a boy of two and a half
,
and a girl of ten) eared for by their friends «* in order
that father and mother night be £rss to devote all their
tins to this work for aaerisaa youth* (fee, they too
donate half of their salaries)
The American Youth Hostel Handbook bears the
following inscription; "This first handbook is lovingly
dedicated to Betty end Steven, who let their father and
aether asks Youth Hostels instead of playing with the*."
Questionnaire No. 1
VII,
Monroe tells me that you have taken active part in the
Youth Hostel movement. I am deeply interested in the actual
worth of this facility for travel to our young people all
over the world.
Would you be willing to tell me a few of your experiences?
Can you give me any instances which show that hosteling develops
fine character and a "holesome outlook on 1 ife?
That do the young people actually learn - art, customs, languages
in fact anything?
.
I am so enthusiastic about the
-onderful work that is being
done that I am writing my thesis on this subject - just to
spread the good word.
Spent the weekend at Headquarters two weeks ago.
Saturday morning it snowed a couple inches, and at noon
three girls from Mr. Holyoke arrived on their bikes (a mere
^5 aaile trip) but that's hosteling 1
Your name will not be mentioned (unless you wish it)
but I will be eternally grateful to you for some gems from
your own 'book of experience'.
Most cordially,
307 Stockbridge Hall
Mass. State College
Amherst
VIII.
Questionnaire No. 2
Perhaps you would prefer just to make a list of those qualities
in which Special gain he a been made. In that case the following headings might
suggest some of the qualities we are trying to study.
Growth in character and a sense of responsibility
.
Growth in appreciation of the good and the beautiful.
Growth in mental alertness and power.
Growth in physical strength and stf mnia .
Development of a sense of humor and good sportsmanship .
YOUR PROMPT REPLY WILL BE DEEPLY APPRECIATED, PLEASE BELIEVE .'/IE
.
IX.
Questionnaire No. 3 - sent to House parents
The Youth Hostel movement seems so important to me
that I have asked Monroe's permission to ^rite youabout it
and he has very kindly consented. I am trying to get
an honest picture of what these you rig people actually get
out of hosteling.
As a young man school teacher I should like to
know what I can tell my students. Do the activities of hostel-
ing really develop sincerity, good sportsmanship, a higher
sense of honor, and greater dependability? Perhaps you can
recall one or t^o especially interesting cases.
As houoe mother you have a splendid chance to ob-
serve these young people. Do you feel that they learn any-
thing that broadens their education or increases their actual
knowledge?
I shall indeed be grateful to you for some of your
own impressions and observations, and you will be doing a
lot to help the cause of Youth Hostels in our native land.
Yours - for your^ America
x,.
AMERICAN YOUTH HOSTELS INC. - NORTHFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
TO THOSE GOING ABROAD
*iven bv T„h f^fS AF TEIPS " Wil1 have atten<^ the AYH Training Course
L ader Inl ££L M°n"%Smith - the Europe Trips there is an American
Lade? fit f ? ^ f° r 6aCh gr°Up °f ten ' In a11 other trips there is one
he groS s tTs
Srr thnd,a H0UST°ther aM at each hostel at whichH^mXrS olttainental TriP thSre WiU be a housefather and
and nrp in ho/^3 "", Hostelers ^ careful of their health. They rise early
TreSabL doctor I" ' w™* h°ldS trU6 °n a11 tri^ In case of ^sb
yourself 0^ LY ^ . We tak° the Same Care of >'our child ^ wouldrself. Our leaders are familiar with First Aid nethods. When travcline a-broad arrangements are made to stay over extra days in case of Ul ".ness
.
cording to ^ 1??!^ "* f ° arranSed before sailing as nearly as possible ac-
becomc acauSn \ It ^ ^ exPGricncc - °* Wd ship all have a chance toe cquainted with their fellow t ravellers and talk over desired itineraries.
sBirit
S
nf
P/°r a gJ°UP meanS Staying With that SrouP the ful1 ei eht weeks, as the
Sling.
C °ntlmed COEIPanionShip formed by the groups is a valuable part of hos-
permission
r
and til
U/*PB t0 ** Sh °Tt side triP s
'
if Parents havc ^onextra money for this expense, subject to the leader's approval.
^Li!m^f
abSOl
^ ly necessary to le ave the group before the scheduled time, ar-range ents must be made with the leader to take care of his tenth of the expenses,
tho IrJ re^eration the European leader receives is having his expenses paid bye group. Therefore, each person is held responsible for paying his share.
n
.
. . . .
EQUIpMENT — See page 10 of your Spring AYH Knapsack. If you have
not obtained your AYH Pass you should get it at once and your Knapsack will beT *i ™°U lmediate ly- (Sleeping sacks, due to increase in cost of materialare $1.39 instead of $1.00 as listed).
.
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT — Simple warm sport clothes are worn on board
snip uo formals). Carry no more than one suitcase, which is checked with the
steamship company until your return.
Men will wear shorts and polo shirts in Europe. It is more advisable for girls
war culottes, or three piece seersucker outfits with button up skirts. Re-
member that you travel only with a' "knapsack on your bike all summer. A goodiostelcr_ travels lightly. One light weight sweater, light comfortable sandals
to wear in the hostol besides a heavier pair for biking and rainy weather will
Do all that are necessary. Clothes must be washable and preferably not needingironing. Any extra clothing may be bought on the continent very cheaply.
The red Europe folder contains further suggestions.
REGISTRATION — of $40 should be sent in immediately as spaces are
rapidly filling up. Until June 1, all will be refunded except the $15 registra-tion foe. After June 1 the AYH retains the registration fee, leader's fee and
scholarship fee.
money should ^ Lnt ^ " ^ ^^ ° f^ ^ ^^
rlZl lZ It aS S°°n aS P°ssitle - ^avel marks or other foreign cur-
" S leaderrewhoeL?UrChard * US f° r eaCh °f the «™P and^to zae , acts as treasurer for the group.
at tho nM T.!
A
?
SP(mT
!
MD VISAS
~
pGrS0n Sh0uld obtain his °wn paaaport
Save your MrLT +^V h0U8 ° ($10) ' te tha* yol
port with v f Ynf J10?J 6 ^ tW° SmaU ph0t0S (2* ^ for ^r P*>s-m o£er* vSs Im SJ0U ^gCt a ViSa f °r th° °n° COuntry of ^embarkation,
monev s LT obtained by the leader in Europe out of the group
issued 51UmM S0°? aS P° SSible y0Ur passPort numter . and place, occupation, and your full name as it appears in the passport.
or ahrn»fl
PASS
^
men Planning to use any of the hostels either here
StanwiVatT t a haV ° y°Ur 1937 PaSS ' Ask for International2tin f J116 * 1 "18 y0U send in registration to insure not being
he l t PH * bGf0re sailin«- The pass will entitle you to
^rin^f,Jpy,•
agaZlne, th
° AYH which will keep you informed. The
Ses ATZ- g ; fTOnS °ther thingS « desircd information as to sailingdates and prices of tickets.
eet v^r
STEAMER T I CKET S - For those not traveling in an AYH group, we will
fill £ T- r i?61 f°r y°U ' Whether ^u travel Pi^t, Second, or Third
«i «n if!
ln
°btalninS reservations is particularly desirable from now onas all lines are very crowded this year.
When making reservations, we would appreciate it if you would give a second
" aS
„
We
li.
a
?
your first as *o l^e, dates and ports desired. To insure
?nrTr. i
Cp Caent se™ice please state whether you would be willing to paylor a reply by wire.
rn«ffTv,
d°eS procure freighter passages. A Class A freighter generally
"
w
Same/S regUlar ™rd Class - A freighter takes so much longer to
the continent
Pref6r the f&Ster trip 30 as to have more tine on
EMERGENCY FUND - It is advisable that each member of the group
carry an emergency fund of $30, which amount is to be handed over to theleader with the understanding that it will be used only for emergencies and
unless so used, will be returned intact at the end of the summer. Such emer-gencies might be bicycle parts, a cable home, extra train fare, etc.
^ *
SPECIAL BULLETINS
— including foreign addresses, last minute plans,piace oi meeting with your group, suggested equipment, etc. will be sent allthose that register for a trip.
EARNING MONEY — If you wish to earn money by interesting other
people, you should have a supply of red Europe folders. Instead of the regu-lar price of 51 each, we will give you 50 of these as long as our supply laststor 500 to cover postage.
FORM LETTER BULLETIN # 3
So-'
Approved by
* s
Graduate Committ

